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Director's
are
Steina and Woody VaSUlka.
primary figures in the history of video art,
and
as
artists
as
innovators in the development Of inlaging
esteemed both
device ,, that have greatly expanded video's expressive capabilities . Drawn
by the spirit of invention and sense of possibility they Saw in the United
States during tile 1960s, they imnii .g rated from Europe in 1965, settling first
and
in New York, and more recently in New Mexic(i, where their individual
joint careers have flourished internationally.

Sound,

Foreword
particular, fornicr Director of Curatorial Affairs Inge-Lise Eckinann,
Exhibitions Manager Barbara Levine, Curatorial Assistant Mark Petr, Media
Arts Program Assistants Justin Graham and LLliS Mendez, Media Arts
Assistant Carol Nakaso, Head Registrar and Acting Director Of CUratorial
and
Kent
Affairs Tina Garfinkel, Associate Registrar Olga Charyshyn,
and
Roberts
the installation crew.
I also wish to extend my deepest gratitude to the authors of this cata-

film, and

logue- Robert Riley, Marita Stuyken, Maureen Turini and Scott Nygren, and

video. When the Vasulkas came to the Bay Area in 1971 to undertake

Woody Vasulka-whose scholarship provides an exceptional complement

Rockefeller Foundation supported residencies at the Center for Hxperifound
a
ments in Television at the I)Llt)tiC television station KQLD, they

tions Manager Kara Kirk and Publications Assistant Alexandra Chappell,

San Francisco has long been a center for experimental

C01111VILInity of peers interested in similarly creative approaches to techi
regional
tradition, as well as
nology. n recognition of the strength of this
the significant place these forms have found in the wider field of coliternporary art, in 1987 SFMOMA established it department for the collection,

to the exhibition, In addition, special thanks are due to SFMOMA Publica-is well as to Michael Suniner, who designed this publication, air([ to Melody
Suniner Carnahan, who provided design and editorial assistance .
The Museum is pl(.., ased to have in its collection a number of important
works by Steina and Woody Vasulka, all Of Which fiQLir(, fil this exhibition .

exhibition, interpretation, and preservation Of media arts, encompassing

The other works fC~11 Urt'd Zlre oil loan from the arl ists t ht , Tusclvi~s, and we

video, film, sound, and other time-based, electronic forms. This depart-

thank then-1 for their generosity.

111CIA, under the direction of founding Corator of Media Arts Robert R. Riley,

has established a program that is dedicated riot only to exciting new clevelopinents in tile creative use of imaging technologies, but also to the now
three-clecade-old history of electronic arts .
It is a great privilege to be presenting this survey of the Vasulkas' work,
video
Sleina and Woody Vasulka: Muchine Media, which features eight

We are obliged to Bruce Hamilton, rechnical assistant to tile artists, for
his contribUtiOnS to this project, as well as toJoAnn Hanley for her role in
tire initial phases of conceptualiZing tile exhibition . In addition, oil behalf of
the artists, I won[([ like to express special gratitude to Susan an(] Jamie
and
Hamilton, David Dunn, Jeffrey Schier, Diana Dosch,
Flora Vasulkova.
all
complexity
finally,
exhibition
of
such
conceptual
and
logistical
And

installations in)([ nine single-charinel videotapes presented in three pro-

could not have been possible without the collaboration of the artists them-

grams . We are indebted to the National Endowment for file Arts for their
and
publication .
generous support of this exhibition
h an
are
Trell)CH(IOLIS t
ks
clue to the Curators of the. exhibition : Robert

selves . For this we offer sincere thanks to Steina and Woody Vasulka and
pay tribute to the creativity, experimentation, and commitment that

Riley, all(] Marita Sturken, who is ail assistant professor at the Annenberg

exploration of new ideas and techniques, they provide models of artistic

School for Communication, University of Southern California . They were

engagement that speak to the role of art in our society as we move into

supported in this endeavor by many members of the Museum's staff, in

the twenty-first century.

informs all of their work, In both their artistic output and their uniClUe

JUHN R . LANE

Steina
and
Woody Vasulka :

Machine Media

ROBERT R . RILEY

The complex arena of contemporary technology demands a
Multidisciplinary investigation of which art is a part . This
exhibition provides timely consideration of video art in an era
of electronic communications technology and shifting cultural
contexts, Creating visual art with the mechanisms of the video
medium - its technical apparatus, its sound and moving picture fields, the electronic signal - Steina and Woody VaSUlka
reveal and define the capacity of the medium to organize space,
to influence perception, arid to pattern thought. Central figures in the early development of video as an art form, the
Vasulkas are particularly important today as they at times
anticipate and pursue and at times conclude and Summarize
new directions in electronic art.
The artists' involvement in video, arid their attraction to an
electronic palette," began in the late 1960s, an era characterized by experimentation and modernist approaches . Placing an
emphasis on minimal structures an(] on the material itself video's phenomenology - and recognizing the role of process

09

over product, the visual art of this period largely adhered to a
rigorous belief in concept over commodity."I'lle Vasulkas estahlished a method of working that found electronic media riot a
fully formed utility, but one subject to interpretation .
Similar strategies were expressed by artists working in theater and in music, who invented forms and techniques relevant
to the Vasulkas' concerns . Earlier developments in methods of
electronic instrunientation and composition encourage(] explorations ill SOLInd generation, setting a precedent for experiments
in video and magnetic tape recording. Chan!es in theater prodUCtiOn reshaped the stage to expose its mechanical apparatus
as expressive content, and live performance began to be aniplified with electronic sound and imagery
Artists in the 1960S valued sweeping revisions; insight,
innovation, and exploration were paramount . The notion of an
"expanded cinenia" defined video as an electronic proscenium
of limitless potential. Such aspects of artistic expression influenced the growth of video as all artist's medium and helped to
establish an independent movement of artists, practitioners,
and engineers. Significantly, video opened for artists a new,
electronically derived pictorial space, one seemingly LUIC0111promised by either art history or established aesthetics.
Tracing the work of Steina and Woody Vasulka through historical an(] cultural perspectives allows us to examine their
creative strategies, including their ongoing fascination with
space. The Vasulkas' explorations of electronic image are conducted today, as they were in the 1960s, against a background
of radical Cultural and technological change . Today's global
communications, and the worldwide proliferation in mainstream cultures of coniniercially available electronics, stand in
marked contrast to the video artists' community of the late
1960s and early 1970s, which utilized low-budget, hornemade,
personalized electronic tools .

Though a range of commercial components and electronic
recording devices existed in those early years, Steina and
Woody Vasulka collaborated with other artists and engineer,,, in
the fabrication of unique electronic cirCUitry; they began to
develop their own video tools and sound/image interfaces .
Electronic sound recording, with its metaphysical merging of
time an(] energy, introduced a possible shared affinity between
the auctio signal and the video image. Motivated by parallel
desires - to design an audio stimulus that could generate
electronic imagery, an(] to discover what instructions for generating those irriages the machine itself might require - the
artists formulated a language based on the behavior of the
electronic signal .
Working both collaboratively and independently, the
Vasulkas established a lexicon of interrelated processes drawn
from the machine itself . Guide(] by a critical investigation of the
and application in art-making, they began
machine's function
to address the promise of utopia, as derived from inedia
theoretician Marshall McLuhan's staternent that television
technologies are an extension of the human nervous systern.
With the understanding that knowledge begins at a source and
spreads exponentially to other points, the Vasuikas attempted
to find in video something analogous to knowledge, or to allow
the mediurn to become a vehicle through which knowledge
might be shared .
The opening of The Kitchen in New York City in 1 .971 was
an outgrowth of the Vasulkas' interest in collaborative
exchange, and their desire that cormllUnity resources be shared
by artists. The Kitchen soon grew into a center for experinientation in the fields of performance, dance, music, all([ video,
creating new parameters for artistic expression, and creating
new aLldiences that saw video art and its relationship to electronic technologies as a challenge to the avant-garde.

Video was initially presented in exhibitions that argued
for the potential of visual art in technological forms . The early
video exhibitions explored new criteria for works of art in the
machine age, sometimes at the expense of a critical examination of the work and its aesthetics . Video art was often
presented in terms of modified television sets . The Vasulkas
purposefully avoided such iconic presentations of "the television tube," which were prevalent in the work of other video
pioneers such as Nam June Paik and Wolf Vostell. Though the
Vasulkas may share Paik's claim that the artist can interfere
with the broadcast signal, his iconic use of the industrial console to carry cultural significance is incompatible with their
intention and practice . The Vasulkas chose as their material the
technology itself .
Video need not conform to a fixed perspective of representational art or traditional figuration since it presents the
possibility of nonphotographic and nonfilmic images, Although
contemporary vision continues to be influenced by the camera and its frame, it can be argued that in video the camera no
longer dominates the narrative. Rather, narrativity is the result
of the performance of the entire system . The question of
machine protocol and machine autonomy also is central to the
Vasulkas' project. The ontological system for recording and
storage in video, and the manner of transmission of knowledge
within a machine, are concerns that continue throughout their
early multimonitor assemblies to their most recent machine
constructions .
Video for the Vasulkas is a system of languages that proposes a new set of codes. Their work references the history of
machines, and finds in machines capacities that are impeded or
limited from the moment of design and manufacture. The
Vasulkas' project is to investigate and release these capacities
both as subject matter and as a critical yet celebratory text .

The Vasulkas have produced a body of work in dialogue
with the tools of production as well as with the intricate systems
of the information environment . They have done so in forms
largely without established aesthetics or precedence in the art
world. Steina and Woody VaSUlka see the video image as incomplete, unfixed, subject to the processes of history, manipulation,
and interpretation. Engaging the meaning of electronic language, exploring a new definition of space, the Vasulkas' work
is fundamental to contemporary expression in video art and
instrumental to the emergent fields of electronic media.
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In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the Vasulkas were arnong early
practitioners of video who experimented with video array formats,
These irtultimonitor configurations, ranging from three to nurnerous video monitors arranged as freestanding stacks or wall-bound
structures, were the convention by which artists' videotapes were
exhibited in alternative media spaces such as The Kitchen . The
video arrays were the first step toward artists thinking in terms

Of

Multiple channels of video all([ the installation format, The

VaSUIkas' Matrix series employs the expandable framework of the
video array to examine specific aesthetic and technological concerns : the physicality of the iniage, the materiality of tile pas&-Age
and
of time,
the control and transmission Of Visual information .
Abstract in character, Matrix imagery is derived from the
manipulation of the electronic waveform . The Vasulkas drift a
series of iniages across the screens of the video array in order to
and its capacdemonstrate both the fluidity of the electronic signal
and beyond the
ity to move within
video frame . Matrix examines
the
motion
emphasizing
pure
and process,
way in which tile
single video image can be expanded exponentially to fill a mLlIti-

Matrix
1

2

Steillil MR] WOOdy VMLIlka
MATRIX r)7o-72
iiistallatiun view (i0w,vv)
Stelim mid Woody Vasulka
AIATREY 1970-72
Video still ~rigjlt)

monitor picture field . The pulse of the signal is revealed as visual
all([ audio correlatives pass in sweeping gestures across the field
of monitors to create, in effect, a large-scale figuration of the scanning mechanism of video itself . The sound in Matrix derives from
Sound
the movement of electronic signals through machines :
can
all
can
all
generate
image,
itself be generated by
irnage, or both
SOLInd and image might be created simultaneously, The phenom-

enon of television is in appropriate metaphor for the Mutrix
installations : from a central location, information is distributed
Widely 10 a FILHul3cr of individual receivers, accumulating in all
amplified form . - PIR
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AlIvision
Steina has been involved in the fabrication of video-iniaging
devices that are patterned after filinic camera movements such as
and
the pan, tilt,
zoom, In 1975, she began an extended series
entitled "Machine Vision," of which Alluision is a part . AlIvision
incorporates and transforms physical Space through video . In this
opto/niechanical installation, Steina transfigures. the viewer's orientation ; a constrUCted physical space is engaged in conversation
with the perceptual systems of the hUnian eye and the camera lens .
The mechanical apparatus of Alloision is placed centrally in all
environment reflected ill the machine's nlirrored Sphere . Tile focus
of the two cameras, the sphere reveals the Surrounding space as

it rotates into view, This real-time surveillance system relays reflections of the environment and transinits them live via closed-cil-CLIA
television into two adjacent video monitors placed in tile Sallie
rooln . The video irnages. create an original space, which incorporates the space in which the viewer is in fact SitUated, and at
the same time allows the viewer to perceive a representation of
and
fluid as a result of the
that space made abstract, symbolic,
machine's rotational vision .
AlIvision poses questions abOUL the process of transcribing
all-encornpassing space and the ways in which perception can be
altered or exaggerated by a mechanical interface . The machine
allows a view of what would otherwise be impossible to perceive ;
it privileges vision to experience the implausible and. fantastic .
The transmission of real tirne in live video invokes performance
art with its intent to break down habits of vision . Exuberant in its
use of technology, Allrision renews ViSLIal pleasure as it expands
the prescribed field of television by allowing not only the view[notion bLlt also a concrete
ing of space made abstract and ill
experience of time . - R R

3

Stehia

Ai.LVI .';ION 1976
Insiallatioil view (ILft) aiid cictail (opposite)

The West

The West is a two-channel, video installation of twenty-two d0l,lblestacked monitors arranged in a semicircular Curve . Within tile
arena of Yhe West, the viewer is enveloped in color, motion, and
sound as nuiltiple video images converge. within the gallery space
to invoke all ever-changing symbolic horizon .
In creating her video landscape, Steina focused oil tile,
Southwestern United States, both

its

a mythology all(] a subject .

To her, history is to he fOL111(i in natural forms, and the ways they
have. beell engaged and changed by hunian intervention . The West

4

steina
THE

Steina WAII 111hrowd SI)II(TC (bvlow ;
Simillaled in.0 ;l1kitioll \11M

is represented in iniages that Underscore mankind's LISeS of the
natUrall environment : Steina recorded the imprint of mankind on
the land throug; h the spectrum of hunian technologies, ranging
from Anasazi brick ruins to radio telescope systerns, each a (]LIeSt
to understand the universe in sonie way . These images comprise
a compelling narrative about tile West ordered in MUSical pasill
sages that alternate
sweeping movement across [lie field of
Inultiple monitors .
Many of Lhe images in The West were recorded with a motordriven camera

fOCUSed

directly into a spherical mirror - a devicC

used in the installation Alluision and in several single-channel
The
camera sees iniages of ]an([ sinitulLaneously in

videotapes .

front of and belihid the lens, creating a circular area of optically
transformed space centered in the otherwise rectangular shape
of the video screen . Through the vistial. niotif of horizontal drift,
the framing edge of tile single monitor is defeated to create tile ilhlsion of an image in sideways motion -like a long glance, scanning
the environment in boundless perLISA .
The installation environment is enhanced With a f0Llr-ClMlllleI
audiowork, created by Woody Vasulka, which is fLilly integrated
with the vide.o . Rendered in maximum SItUration, tile electronic
video color is a complement to tile austere desert light . Yhe West

16
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accomplishes a poetic vision, evocative of the place all(] its
hiStOry, all e]O([Llellt CXI)IOYatiOll Of tile I)aSSa .ge Of tinle and tile
inergin~4 of land and technology. -
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Theater of
Hybrid Automata

A new departure for Woody has been an aesthetic investigation of
the structures of the new "space" that electronic technologies have
introdUCed - ~1 space that is both ollillidirectional and potentially
noncentric . Theater of Hybrid Automata examines the ritual of the
machine, made from analog all([ digital tools of diverse origins, as
it seeks its identity through calibration . With these tools, Woody
models an environment that displays a dynamic combination of
the rules and procedures of machine protocol .
Theater of Hybrid Automata contains patterns of perception in

5

Nkl~xxty Vasulka
THEATI-~'R OF111'BRIO AUT0 .11ATA

199~1

Computur-t-1101"Ited 'JLKh(S (diMW& 1)j)j)"S1t(')

Installaijim Vi(1W (th-'111)

the form of a three-dimensional model with which it navigates
1~outer" space . The cube-like apparatus of the "theater" is confined
inside a room-sized framework, forming a stage in conversation
with the surrounding space . Comprised of variOLIS instruments,
such as a 360-degree rotating camera. apparatus, projection
devices and screens, laserdisc players, and infrared sensors, its

numerous parts are mediated by a computer . Fully interactive

ways in which virtual space mi!ht be visualized by an intelligent,
Thus
mechanized media .
the work creates a dramatic space as it
relates to itself, following [lie principles of closed-systeill operaLion, A Self-COIISCi(JUS nldChillC With the power to VOC~diZC What it

within itself, Theoter of Hybrid Aulomolo appears to assume inteland implicating
lectual supervision of itself, thereby controlling

sees, 777eater of 14ybrid Automota defines, through its targets and

image-making in a space that is at once virtual and physical .

derives its content from the boundaries of the constructed space,

In operation, the sensitive instruments of the theater guide thc

indices, locations relational to its own technological body . It
as well as froin the rLlICS Of -SyntaX and narrativity.

movements of a carnera in an exploration of the theater's enclo-

Theater of Hybrid Automata raises questions abOUt place, idell-

sure . Six targets placed at the four cardinal points as well as above

tity, and knowledge . It examines the virtual within thC actual, as

and below help the camera locate itself as the center of the con-

well as the actual within the

figuratioa . The camera, which "reads" the terrain of targets and

the computer's representation of space . -

Vil'tLlal,

ell,'lCtilIg

~1

physical stage for

R R

imaging tools, begins to write its own set of self-exploratory
instructions . Relatioiiships between the program and the environment are defined, and then organized as allegory, narrating the

19

Borealis

Video ( , an be seen, in many ways, as a nlearis of
surpassing the ambitions of twentieth-century
abstract painting to exceed frame boundaries an([ to
create multiple temporalities . Steina's Borealis
emphasizes tile fluid quality of the electronic image
and the ways in which content and form in video are
often hiseparablu, In Borealis, video i s not just a thing
an
to observe but
environment born fi- oni the physical
presence of light, SOL111d, Mid CteCtl'i(:ity~
Borealis is a large-scale, two-cliannel installation
involving four freestanding translucent screens and two
video projectors, each fitted with a inirror device that
divides the imagery onto the screens . The iiiiages illUnIjnate both side~; of the screens and appear to float in a
darkened room . The natural sounds and tile images of
Borealis, recorded by Steina in Iceland in 1992, overwhelin
the environment in which they are placed, emphasizing tile
IllagnitUde Of nature . The. viewer, swept into a meditation
on the patterns of natural processes, is led to question the
StatiC WaYS ill Wllidl IMICISCal)(' is LISWIlly relAVS- ented .
With its COHtinUal surge of water, waves, and foam, its
vapor and mists in recurring patterns, Borealis evokes the
force of natUre as a perSUasive narrative that threatens to
obliterate all sense (if perwatience . This sug~ests other
principles at work in Steina's attraction to the mediLIM : her
interest in inspiring revelations about the time-based and
impermanent dimensions of video itself ; an(] her desire to

20

offer new experiences to the viewer, gUided by an origoing
investiqation into filgitive sensory pI )Clio] licna . - RR
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mcina
HOPEALIS iw~
.silmilalod illslall ;ltim~ vio~%
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INS T A L L A T I O N 5

T4BLE I//. o!~.I

(light)
du[ads ol found circiiitry (,,pp, .,ite)
IIISt~L11 :1HOI) ViVNV

The volume of information in contemporary Lnedia is ever
has
increasing . Woody Vasulka
crafted, from all ar"'onal of filln
and
an(] video machines, cameras, optical
electronic devices,
with original command and control programs of the computer, an
expression of a congested, concrete space that these lechnolo(lies seek to defy . The Brothcrh(iod series reveals the artist's.
concerns with the way technology determines hUlflan COR(ILICt

and literacy, His radical constructions of machines and imagemaking proCedUreS, while relevant to the "inforinatioll agre~" are
concerned with history and the nature of intelligg ence .
and

WoOdy'S rCCCIIt StrLldures, SLICII as 'Iheulcr ol'lllybrid Aulonulla

77W BrotherhOOdSerieS, inark an important departure from his

earlier investigations into the image as ol)j(, ct to au exploration Of
and
the i1nage aS a)) jildiCator
flInCtion Of SIMCC. BUilt largely of

23

The Brotherhood
Table I

surplus material froni military and scientific salvage yards, both
obsolete and current technologies, The Brotherhood tables form
transliterate conversations between the human, the mechanical,
the technical, and the social . The opto/electro/irtechanical features
of each construction are reconfigured as a "table" - a horizontal
landscape of instruments and procedures - to explore spatial
and
dynamics, and image
object as a form of narrativity.
and Rible III (ii)m), are interacThese two works, Table 1(1996)
tive tables that integrate recording mechanisms and video
projection apparatuses as forums for a modernist preoccupation
with the machine, its function and effect . Each evokes the paradox

8

Woody Vasulka
771E BROPIA'RIfOOD. I~M-9(;
TABLE 1, 1996
Woody at work on Yi~We I (Iefl)
comptiler-gerierated imagery (oppi)site)

of the explicit use of electronic media in both art and the arenas of
the military and science . The title of the series implies a set of
ethics, a consensual or secret code of technology usage, one which
is predetermined to dictate its own aesthetic and function, 7bble I
is made from a plotting table that Woody suspects was a wartime
too] to chart air interception . Its original application involved a
graphic function to locate targets and to ultimately defeat or map
inotion, transport, or attack . The actual machine suggests to the
artist a form of pictorial memory rendered as calibration . In revising
the machine as a SCUlptUral component, lie repositions integrated
circuit designs and electronic charts in a conceptual model . His
artwork examines a cycle of operations and calculations as an ironic
mind .
text regarding control and the conspiracy of the male
The Brotherhood's rhetorical acuity invites the viewer to
and enviperceive the operatives of computer-cont rolled images

lie expands the work's dimension to a cube defined by screens and
projected images as its outmost surface. Invoking his desire to make
spatial - or environmental - his theme of violence, the installation reinforces the function of a centrally constructed space in order
to determine the rules of that space as a means to depart fron) it .

ronrnents . Woody creates impressions that suggest restrictions in

Tuble III allows the viewer to interact with the projection of imagery
and affect the operation of its machinery, Significantly, Woody's pre-

the electronic field, which while organized on the principle of limit-

occupation with the image and how a narrative system can survive

less potential, are imposed by the machine itself. 7~ible III found at
Los Alamos National Laboratory, became the inspiration for the
entire series, Woody believes it contained computers developed to
release bombs on targets during the Vietnam War. From this table

and rernain critical underscores the work. The Brotherhood generously uncovers what is perhaps the underlying agenda of all machine
rnedia - the artist's need for individuation an([ vigilant exploration
of a technological medium for art and visual communication . -

RR
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Violin Power is Steina's "derno tape oil how to play video on the
violin," a seriOUS joke oil tile relationship of the video camera to
musical instrUrnentaLion .This videotape operates both as an

~.WtO-

Wooraphical tracing of Steina's replacement of the violin with the
video carnera for her primary instrument and as a systematic
exploration of the relationship between elvcLronic sound and
image . The "power" of tile violin is its capacity, when electronically wired, to alter and generate video imagery- in effect, to
co-create Steina~s electronic iniages .
After opening with Steina's parodic performance of classical
111USiC,

a Se(JUence shot in

19TO,

the videotape presents lier well-

known, macro view of herself lip-syncing The Beatles' song "Let It
Be," a humorous homage to the power (if rock HILISic that predates
more recent popular forms of lip-sync performance, Steina plays
her "wired " violin through a series of electronic devices that
directly alter the video signal by utilizing signal disruption, video
d
keying, an a scan processor, The inovement (it her violin how

Violin Power
9

Sloilla
VIOLIN POWER 1970-78
Video still

across the strings of the instrument disrupts and transposes tile
video image, causing the violin bow to appear to

S(JUigglL'

and

snake into interlocking wavefornis . The alliance of sound and
image in the electronic signal allows the audio vibrations of the
violin to create iniage diSrUptiO11S . The violin is thus a mealls
thrOUgh which electronic SOUnd can be spatialized to create all
image performance, - ms
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Steina's "Machine Vision" project, which she pursued throughout
the 1970s, is in investigation into the capacity of electronic
machines to reorchestrate space . In the mid-1970s, she produced

Orbital Obsessions

a series of vdeotapes that combine mechanical and electronic elements to rethink the video camera's relationship to space . In these
works, her iniage material is her equipment-filled Studio in Buffalo,
New York . Orbital Obsessions combines excerpts from Signifying
lVothing (1975), Sound and Fury (1975), Sivilch! Alonilor! Drift! (1976),
and ~noaed Tapes (1977) to present an excelerated view, so to
speak, of the developments of Machine Vision .

10

stoilla

ORBITAL 011.~ESSIONS
Videostill

The elements of Orbital Obsessions are both self-evident an([
J975-77, revised 1988

densely layered, presented in a caSLIal Style that almost masks a
rigorOLls refiguring of space . Steina begins by placing the video
caniera on a turntable an(] then walks through a series of
processes, each of which takes the image further from its original static frarne . Several cameras scan each other, keying devices
and a
layer images,
flip/flop switcher rapidly switches betweell
two camera views . ThrOUghOUt these works, Steina places tier
body as image material within the (raine, Icaning into the camera,
swaying back an(] forth, and moving in a quasi-choreography
through
image space . These Machine Vision vidcotapes thus Constitute "acts" in a process to rethink electronic time and space .
In each, the real-time aspect of the tape creates an experience
for the viewer of phenomenological time - the viewer learns at
how cacti added deViCe Will further comthe same pace as Steina
plicate the image . The "obsessions" of Orbital Obsession are its
preoccLipations with the circularity of the video camera's ViSLIal
and
orbit and the means 1) .v which the mechanical informs
enhances elcOrmik- inudiii . - ms

Artifacts
Artifacts is both a document of the capacities of the Digital Image
Articulator, a device Woody designed in the late 1970s with Jeffrey
Schier, and an aesthetic interpretation of the potentials of digital

1

Woody Vasulka
ART/1"ACTS iiimn
Vidoostills

image language . Woody presents the work as evidence of his collaborative relationship with the machine . "By artifacts," Ile states
in the videotape, "I mean that I have to share the creative process
with the machine . It is responsible for too many elements in this
work . These images come to you as they came to me - in a spirit
of exploration ."
The image forms generated by the Digital Image ArtiCUlator
are based, like all dil ; ital images, on algorithmic prodedures that
transpose visual elements into inathuniatical components . Woody
and
(I einonst rates the capacities of digital imagin~ in an eclectic
informal fashion, using a spherical shape and his hand as basic
"artifacts" that the image device converts into compellingly alive
digital forms . These transformations are performed in "real tirne,"
that the viewer sees the image created in a performative mode
rather thart as the final product of a lengthy image process, A prithe machine" is that tl C
mary element in Woody's "dialog,LIC With
image itself reveals the process of its construction . Artifacts marks
and
the Vasulkas' collective step into digital imaging
an examina
tion of the relationship between analog and digital . With the image
of Woody's hand as its primary motif, Artifacts is a work that
reflects on the history of craftsmanship and the human hand as
a source of creativity : the hand that molds, in tandern with the
digital Machine, the forms of electronic space, - m s
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Summer Salt

Summer Salt marks for Steina a continuing exploration of the
ill image material . Here,
phenomenology of space, yet with a shift

Steina transposes tier explorations of "Machine Vision" from her
studio to the landscape of New Mexico, to tier backyard's realm
of earth and sky . Summer Salt is emblematic of tier meld i ng of
self-hunior and physical jokes with systernitic reconfigurings of
the physical within the electronic . This work is an exploration of
physicality - the body within the camera frante, the actual body
of the carnera itself, all([ the physicality of material space within
the spheres of electronic space,

upon the I)rCViOU ." one
Each section of file videotape builds

12

Stc, ina
SU-14MER SALT 1982
Video still

to create an increasingly multifaceted sense of spatial dimensions .
Ill

SkY Iligh, the camera is attached to the roof of a moviiig car

with a Mirrored lens that creates close to a 360-clegree "distortion"
of file New Mexican sky, curved into a spherical merging of landscape and horizon . Low Ride takes the camera to the opposite
extreme, with it strapped to the front bumper of the car as it drives
through desert bush, I- lie burnping, scraping, and scratching of the
camera oil the prickly desert plants and sandy dirt exposes the
body of the camera itself, with its built-in microphone,, banging into
its subject matter - an aspect of camera-generated hnages that is
usually hidden from the image . InSuirtersaull . Steina playfully does
gyinnastics with tier carnera and its mirrored lens attachment as a
means of producing a 360-degree image of a torso wrapped around

the camera lens . As she spins the camera and 1JOUllCeS it off her
hips ill a humorous joke on the material nature of the camera,
she creates a kind of slapstick about the notion of the camera
as an extension of the body . Rest allows the caniera to rest in a
hammock, exhausted, in effect, from its physical exertions, as
Steina digitally refigures the surrol,111(ling trees . Finally, in
Photographic Memor~y, seasonal landscapes are hiterwoven,

Shifted, alld layered ill Se(lUences that insist oil the tension
between moving and still iniage . SummerSalt thus traces Steina's
merging of analog and digital tools, and her project to strip the
caniera down to its essential physical nature . - ms
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The Commission

Woody Vasulka
THE COMMISSION 1983
Video still

A prototype for a new form, the "electronic
opera," 77je Commission represents the
capacity of electronic rnedia to create narrative thrOLIgh VISLIal Codes and digital
effects . Woody's dual purpose in this work
1S to Use digital processes to prodUce a
vocabulary of electronic language, and to
examine the mythologies that infuse. the
role of the artist. He chose the rivalrous
relationship of two Musicians, Hector Berlioz and Nicco16
Paganini, as his romantic and tragic subject . The story centers
oil a commission a patron wanted Paganinj to present to Berlioz .
Paganini, whose role is interpreted by video artist Ernest Gusella,
represents the flamboyant yet (ICStitLItC artistic gCfliLlS, a pariah
rejected by the church~ whereas Berlioz, interpreted by perfornler/COUlposer Robert Ashley, is pornpous and detached, the
artist as ego .
Yet, Woody's central purpose is not to tell this story but to
examine how narrative elements call be visualized through digital
media. He wants to subvert narrative into antinarrative strategies,
to expose its framework, In each of the tape's eleven seginents, a

30
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different effect is deployed for specific narrative meaning : the
echoes of Paganini's inU .Sic are depicted in pixilated digital shadowings, a flip/flop device creates tension when Paganini passes the
commission to Berlioz by rapidly switching between views of each,
and a scan processor gives a skeletal effect to Paganini's corpse
as it is embalmed .
The Commission provides evidence of a language of electronic irnage codes, one for which Woody has spent years
working to formulate a "vocabulary." The primary story it tells is
an iniage journey, a mapping of the potential of the digital image,
through which the epheineral, the einotional, and the peripheral
can be evoked . - m s

Voice Windows
Voice Windows bUildS on Steina's earlier performance works,

such as Violin Poiver, as it investigates the essential relationship of electronic imaging to the Sj)aCe Of sound . The voice of

into more complex layerings . As La Barbara sings, hL1111S, chirps

videotape's guiding image device in a work that airns to actualize

and chants in a form of half-song alt-nost-speech, her voice is
the device that interfaces with the landscape, distorting shapes,

the physicality of the human voice . Here, La Barbara's voice creates a "window" from one landscape, the open desert, to another,

and creating new forms .

Voice Windows reveals the capacity of sound to reconfigUre

beginning with a simple grid of musical scales that offers a
glimpse onto a new landscape with every note and then moves

This work demonstrates the fundamental alliance of sound and
irna2e in electronic media, each derived from the electronic sig-

avant-garde composer and performer .loan L .a Barbara forms the

the city of Santa Fe . This process builds throughout the tape,

14

image and the malleability of the electronic signal as iiTiage/SOLind .

nal and symbiotically part of the other. Here, the energy of the
and creates new spaces . - ms
human voice reshapes geology

Ste.ina
VOICE WINDOWS 198fi

Video stills
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Art of Memory
15

Woody Vasulk ;~
ART OF MEMORY 19M7
VM00 SIHIS ill SillMhAted eiivirminient

formed ill CUltUral memory. Woody creates three-dimen-

Art of Memory is both a reflection oil the discourse of history and
the fragmentary experience of memory, while at the sanle tiill(, it
all
explores the potential of the electronic image to become
object

an([ depart from the two-dimensional video screen . This compelling work, which is comprised of image forms that radically

redefine the electronic image, is concerned with the trails posi tion
of the photographic all(] cineinatic into the electronic .
rl,l
ie subject of Arl of Memory is the catastrophic evcnts

through which twentieth-century history has been defined - the

32

Spanish civil war, the RLISSian Revolution, World War 11 . the.
nuclear bomb - and, by extension, the images of those events

V 1 0 E 0 T A P E 5

sional digital forms through which these images of
history are transformed until they can only be read as

elements in the cacophony of memory, as shredded bits of time .

He places these forms within video images of southwestern land-

scapes, enveloping yet not swallowing the iniages of the past, Art
of Memory reflects on the fragmentary yet powerful capacity of
memory to reSUrge, to present the voices and images of the past

in new rnedia with new meanings, and to reconfigure the present.

Images of the past haUllt this work, speaking to the legacies of
these violent and cataclysmic evetiLs. Arl ol Memory foregroutuds
the role of the carnera in creathig history, and reveals the capacity of electronic media to

bUild Upon and fitlally
phenomenology of the media that preceded it . - m s

LISLIrl)

the

Lilith

The landscape of the human face

and

the

mythical Status of earthly forms and their
SI)iritUal shadows provides the impetus
the
face of
for Litith . Here, Steina treats
painter/poet Doris Cross as it canvas onto
and through which a forest scene is realized . Lilith is a Mythical figure, whose many
roles and meanings are evoked in Cross's
strange gestures and expressions . Lilith is
the first wife of Adarn, a witch or menacing
fernale figure with mythical powers . In
Milk Steina is clearly paying tribute to the
complexity of the aging fernaie face, its lines
and expressions indicating experience and
the marked terrain of a lived body.
At the same time, Lilith can be. situated
within Steina's tradition of rethinking [andand reconfiguring space . Steina
scape
deploys an array of analog techniques to
inerge Cross's face with the landscape, to
key it into and within its SUrrOUII(IingS
so that it too is a field onto which image
elements are mapped . Cross's haunting, Slowed SjJeeCh, Which
Steina manipulates into abrupt half-sULUICIS and guttural utterances, evokes a primordial presence . The Lilith of this work is
finally a figure of enignia : difficult to read yet connuandin .if attention in her merging of earth and human form . - m s

16

Sicilia
01.1771 1987
Video still

In the Land of
the Elevator Girls

In the Land of the Elevator Girls is a travelogue through the land of
electronic imaging in which geographies can be transcended and
the images of electronic media offer glimpses into other, possible
worlds . Steina takes as her first level of subject matter the urbanscape of Tokyo, where young women, known as "elevator girls,"
offer introductions to the various floors of elaborate department
stores . In Steina's work, the elevator girls offer their polite phrases
of greeting and departure as the elevator doors open first upon
crowds of shoppers, and then upon landscapes, performance
rituals, and urban scenes . Thus, at the moment when an elevator
girl announces an arrival and the doors open upon a steaming
volcanic landscape, the viewer is unexpectedly transported
through the doors into another geographic realm .
The elevator doors, in both the original image and digital
a
remake, are the means through which the viewer and Steina . s
outsiders, are allowed to catch glimpses of the rituals of Japanese
culture - from time-honored traditions, such as a Shinto ritual, to
more recent ceremonies, such as a virtual reality demonstration, A
primary subtext of the tape is the fact that elevators are now automated, hence the elevator girls remain, riot through necessity but
as a vestige of cultural norms in which the transition from one
space to another is announced and accompanied by a "gUide ."
This threshold, marked by Steina through the motif of opening and
closing doors, represents the movernent not only between cultures
but from analog to digital space, from inside to outside, and from
commercial urbanscape to rural landscape . While offering a sense
of the role played by the foreigner peering in at Japanese culture,
In the Land of the Elevator Girls is primarily a visual enactment of
the passage from one world to another . - m a
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Steina
IN THE LAND OF THE ELEVATOR GIRLS v)sq
Video still

Steina and
Woody Vasulka :
In Dialogue with
the Machine
MAR ITA

STU R K E N

Machines have been commonly regarded as antithetical to the

production of art pushed cultural attitudes about the relationship

spontaneity and originality of the creative process . Deep ambiva-

of technology and art into new territory. Electronic technology
raised concerns about authorship, artistic integrity, and the

lence pervades cultural attitudes toward the machine, and
Western cultures often portray the late twentieth century as an

"taint" of rnass culture . In the late twentieth century, proclama-

era of technoculture in which the human condition is mediated
through machines . Hence, the machine figures significantly
Only

global reach and concerns about its potential to increase alien-

in the collective imagination, prompting various questions : Do
machines enable a creative process or do they limit and structure
human integrity? Are computers replicas of human thinking or

tions about both tile prornise of technology in its increasingly
ation are reiterated with little understanding that they reflect
time-worn ways of thinking about the question of technology .
Tile notion of a thinking or artistic machine troubles entrenched

crude versions of creative thought?

cultural oppositions of technology versus art and technology

ject in the history of art in the twentieth century. For modernists,

forces a rethinking of human agency itself .

Tile machine has often been a central and controversial sub-

the machine was a source of aesthetic pleasure, testimony to
the seductive narrative of progress and the beauty and tactility
of the mechanical . The mechanical machine was modeled after
tile IlUnlan body, its various components assigned roles as specific organs and limbs in an effort to rnimic the efficiency of
the hurnan model . The mechanical machine delined the future,
In the 1960s, the use by artists of ciectronic tools in the

versus nature, precisely because the concept of machine agency
For Stema and Woody Vasulka, the creative process represents a "dialogue with the machine," in which they are not
masters of a tool but interpreters of its capabilities . Woody has
said, "I have to share the creative process with the machine . It is
responsible for too many elements in this work ."' The Vasulkas'
and
artwork can be positioned at the juncture of the mechanical
the electronic machine, posing crucial questions about the

capacities of machines, the language of electronic syntax, the
phenomenology of visual media, and the spatiotemporal dinlen-

moment" of video's emergence as an artistic form in the late 1960s,

sions of electronic space.

cultural, social, and political Unrest converge([ in the United States

In the mUltimonitor installations and single-channel videotapes that they have produce(] collaboratively and as individual
artists for twenty-five years, the Vasulkas have systematically pUr
all
sued two allied projects :
investigation of the agency of tile
machine and a phenomenological project of inapping the intrinsic

IN

in such a way that social structure ,; appeared mutable and artistic
I- Liles were defied .-As recent immigrants to the United States in this
historical period, the Vasulkas saw the eniergg ence (if the video
form as a radical means to rethink previously field truths about lanand
guage form, the photographic real, the structure of narrative,

properties of electronic media as they affect the viewer. Their work
stands not only at the juncture of the mechanical and the elecbut
tronic,
also between modernism and post mod ern is In . One

the role of the machine .

could define it as a modernist project-to define the aesthetic

utopian notions of the possibility of refiguring the power relations

language of a specific rnedia an(] to distinguish the properties of
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art
moment in the relationship of
and technology. In the "utopic

While this was a. till"Ie Of artistic and Social upheaval, it

Was

also a time of intense grass-roots technological activity and
of technology . The Vasuikas worked with a community of engineers
Such
as Eric Siegel, George Brown, Steve. Rutt,

those rnedia in relationship to other systems Of Visual representa-

aDd 'IrtiSt-engineerS,

tion, Yet, in their continuing investigations into tile tenuous nature

and Bill Etra, among others, to design tools that COUld "open the

Of authorship in the context of the machine, their work call also

box" of technology and that were as much about redefining the

be seen as a postmodern questioning .

designer-user relationship as they Were abOLIt experimenting with

While they have worked collaboratively as an artistic team,

tile potential of media outside of the limitations of commercial

the Vasulkas have produced two very unique bodies of work with

devices . It is testimony to the power of that historical juncture that

separate though allied agenclas . Their interests in electronic media

the Vasulkas' work has never lost its ability to convey a sense of

began with different perspectives. As a former filmmaker, Woody

possibility in its exploration of the electronic machine .

was initially driven to deconstruct electronic media in order to dishas
tinguish it from the codes of narrative cinerna . His work

VIDEO AND THE:

LE-UACY OF CINLMA

evolved from an interest in electronic language and image vocabularies, to a project Of Understanding the relationship of the image to

Unlike most other video practitioners, Woody began his investiga-

the object, to a current concern with the protocol of machines how machines interact among themselves without 11111-nan contact .

specter of cinema looms over considerations of video's phenornenology as a medium . Video infierited from film certain codes of

As a violinist, Steina began by treating the mechanisms of the

moving images : camera movement, editing techniques of montage

cainera a, an instrument, a too[ through which movement and spa-

and deCOUpage, and the frame . However, the electronic nature of tile

tial relationships could he examined . Her work has focused On
reorchestrating space and landscape and translating to vidQo tile

video inedium irrevocably distinguishes it from the photographic

movement of natural processes .

host to the phenomenology of the moving image, which will live

tions into video by confronting its formal differences frorn film . Tile

nature of cinema . Woody states, "Fach medium of the firture will play

The Vasulkas can both be situated as artists whose vision of

through that mediUM to the next medium, accumulating the lan-

the potential of electronic media was molded at a very particular

guage of each .'" Nevertheless, as viewers we bring deeply

oiALDUU E

WITH

THE

mAcHiNE

embedded and very different cultural associations to film and video .
Despite its role in producing "historical" images, the electronic
image is often coded as the immediate, instantly transmitted, live
and the cinematic image, especially in black-andtelevision image,
white film, is coded as history In the 1()87 videotape Art

of Mernor-y

(I)L IS), Woody points to this distinction when he places black-andwhite photographs and films of the Spanish civil war and World
War against a video tableau Of the Southwestern landscape . Here,
11
the framing video image marks the archival film image as a relic of

history, a fragment of the past contained within the present .
In their early experiments with video, the Vasulkas were interested in manipulating the electronic signal without actually
generating camera image ,,, In this way, they felt they could explore
apart from the legacy of photography and
the properties of video

early experiments in which shapes and forms metamorphose
across MUltiple screens as a means of depicting SOUnd traveling
thrOLIgh geometric space to our ear, Here, the VaSUIkas realize
sound visually by interpreting its movement . The matrixes Serve to
redefine the video frarne by extendints the image across its perCelVed boundaries and to realize fully the, electronic alliance of
Sound and image .
The examination of the video frame has been a central aspect
of Woody's project to distinguish film and video . The cinematic
image is constructed of individual still frames that are recorded and

projected at the speed of twenty-four frames per second . Whereas
film is rigidly structured oil the frame, the video image is not technically confined within the frame . For Woody, the video frame must
be released frorn the rectangular frame of the viewfinder~

film . This meant, above all, focusing oil
the electronic signal, its rendering in both
and
its malleability.
sound and image,
Many of these early experiments involved
playing images across banks of monitors,
in both a casual engagement with the aesthetics of inulti-monitor matrixes as well
as an early interest in the capacity of the
video image to travel OUt of the monitor
frame and across an array of screens . The
VaSUIkas felt that the fact that image and
sound

in

video

were

inseparable

(whereas in cinema they are recorded
separately and only combined in the final
print) offered an important aesthetic and
technoiogical break with the past . They
produced a number of works in which
and sounds were derived
both images

F1 Ct ~ RF I

StelEM Z111d Woody Vaskilka
EVOLUTION

1970

VICJC~)-~tjjj S(41001ICe ShOWIL)LI horizontal

drift

purely from the machine . The 1970-72
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work Mutrix (1)[s .1-2) exemplifies these
M A R I T A

s i U R K E N

I recognize video as frame-bound and frame-unbound . In framebound video, you're basically following the cinematic reliance
on the fraffie . Cinema can't leave the

frame unless it makes

a

effort . But with the new generation of tools in digital
video, it is possible to remove the image from the frame and treat
special

it as an object. 4

screen and can be reshaped into an object, like the archival images

in Art of Memory . It is thus divorced from its photographically
defined role as a depiction of reality.
Woody notes that the film frame is essentially vertical, while
the video frame is horizontal . One of the Vasulkas' first experiments with the video image was to release the video frame from
its standard position and allow it to move horizontally-a technique they call "horizontal drift ." Their early videotape Evolution
(1970) humorously uses horizontal drift to comment on the notion
of the development of moving image technology from praxiscope
to film to video to computer image (fig, 1) . In this work an image of
the standard evolution chart of human development (the image of
Cro-Magnon man and Homo sapiens so ingrained in our memories) is
released so that it moves backward, rewinding across the frame and
in time. Since this early, rudimentary work, the Vasulkas have deployed
horizontal drift as a central visual motif, in particular to create
image compositions that move across multimonitor installations .

ANALOG AND C)IGITAL : QUEST10114S OF LANGUAGE
Since the mid-1970s, several tools have been influential in the
Vasulkas' aesthetic as both instigating factors in and receptors of
their style . The Rutt/Etra Scan Processor (designed by Steve RL[tt
and Bill Etra), which the Vasulkas acquired in 1974, is a device that
reduces the electronic image to the component scan lines of the

IN

electronic waveform, rendering a topographic effect to the imagery
(fig . 2) . When an image is seen through the scan processor, it is

DIALMnUF

WITH

THE

video signal), forming a kind of skeletal image ; the light density of
the image is spatialized (the bright areas of the image are raised,
the dark areas lowered) and rendered three-dimensional . For
Woody, the scan processor is a central tool in establishing a vocabulary of electronic images ; for Steina it is an important aesthetic

The frame-unbound video image can appear to lift off the video
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reduced to its electronic waveforms (the basic element of the

MACHINE

and deconstructive device . It allows both artists to strip the electronic image (town to its essential components, an(], as such, it
offers a means to deconstruct the nature of the video image apart
from its capacity to register the "real ."
For these reasons, Woody saw the scan processor as the first
step toward understanding the "code" of an electronic language.--,
This attempt to use a model of language for understanding the con
struction of electronic inedia inevitably led Woody to design his
own machine, In 1976, lie began working first with Don MacArthur
and later with Jeffrey Schier in Buffalo, New York, to build what
became the Digital Image Articulator, designed specifically to digitally process imagery in real time . At this time, electronic rnedia
was hovering at the juncture between the analog and the digital .
The construction of the Digital linage Articulatur was a step from
analog (in which manipulation of tile image is produced through tile
regulation of voltage changes and can be changed through "knob
twisting") to digital electronics (in which the electronic signal is
constructed in discrete picture elements, or pixels, and then rnathematically stored so that it can be sarripled at different intervals) .
Its construction was a laborious process ; its various stages are documerited in Woody's Artifacts (1980), an([ in Steina's Cantaloup (1980)
and Digital Images (1979) . Yet, while it represents a major technological and aesthetic step for the Vasulkas, it is not one in which
the digital replaces the analog . Rather, each linage form reflects and
builds on the other, serving as testimony to different kinds of malleability, For Woody, the precision of the digital image both inspired
and dictated an exploration into the vocabulary of images . The electronic language he envisions is mediated through the machine.

electronic imaging technology, they are also replete with narrative elements . The highly manipulated images of the Moravian
landscape in Woody's videotape Reminiscence (1974) forms a narrative tracing of Woody's memory, a re-seeing of the past through the
murky veil of the present . Certain elements are highlighted via the
scan processor-drawn out like Fnernories and made three-dimenand vivid-while others recede . In the videotapes of
sional
Steina's "Machine Vision" series, including Signifying Nothing (1975)

and Switch! Monitor! Drift! (1976) (which are excerpted in a later
work from lq88, Orbital Obsessions [pl . 10]), Steina's methodical

construction of increasingly complex machine mechanisms con-

tains element.,, of suspense and search for a resolution . Her
integration of working method into the videotapes themselves
allows the viewers to engage in her process of discovery .
For Woody, it is the artificiality of narrative-the way in which
narrative structure is mapped onto human experience-that
deserves exploration . His concept of narrative is highly arnbiva
lent ; lie embraces an antinarrative strategy that is both seduced by
and
hostile to the traditional narrative form . As someone who grew
and 1950s, lie sees narrative strucLIP in Eastern Europe in the 1940s
FIGURE 2

NARRA-rIVE

FoRm

Woody Vastilka DIDAC17CM)FO 1975
Video stills showhig ffie effects of [tie scan processor

ANE) At-4 -riNARRATIVE STRATEGIES

From these concerns with an electronic vocabulary, it was perhaps
inevitable that Woody would turn to the issue of narrative structure, Similar to the capacity of the Digital Iniage Articulator to
create an image from pixel fragments, narrative structure is the

ture as inherently political, representing the voice of the state ; it
is linear and without nuance . He says :
We all knew about how narratives are constructed and about
synibolic language . i n cominUlliSin you inust disguise everything

in symbolic language so it is a fluid forin of expression. I wanted
and that's why it's a conto purge it . I came here to be free of it
tinUOLIS teInpt3tiOn I have with narrativity-I cannot accept or

way in which we give our experience incaning . The narrative form,

practice it .'~

with its elements of climax, closure, and cause and effect, is not
human
intrinsic to
experience, rather it structures fragments of

The Commission (1983) and Art of Memory have been heralded

memory . Elements of narrative hover over all forms of visual representation . While the VaSUlkas' early works have been primarily
viewed as didactic and fornial statements on the possibilities of

as Woody's entrance into narrativity, yet each can be seen as a
highly ambivalent narrative text . In conceiving The Commission
(pl, 13), Woody looked for, in his words, the most "banal story of the
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nineteenth century, to pay tribute to the nineteenth century with

rendering the video image frairle-unbOUnd by turning it into a

an incoherent text, a kind of free treatment of real-time panels ."
art
He chose the "banal story" of a rivalry between two male

three-dimensional object that removes it from any reference to rep-

heroes, composers Niccole) Paganini and Hector Berlioz, to be

avoid the tendency of the camera irnage to fetishize and to Counter

played by two alter egos, artists Ernest Gusella and Robert Ashley.

dorninant narrative form . Working with the scan processor and

resentations of reality. This is the image as object, an attempt to

The narrative and antinarrative strategies of The Commission

the Digital linage ArtiCUlator, Woody transforms newsreel footage

are concerned with the tragic consequences of the various roles

and documentary photographs into unusual, almost organic

played by artists -the martyr ; the starving genius ; or the prima

shapes that stand out from the landscape as cinematic artifacts

donna, dependent on patrons and government funding-anti the

refusing to conform to electronic space . These image objects are

corrupted aspects of art making . Yet, the centrat therfle of The
Commission is how specific electronic imaging techniques can be

strange and evocative, sometimes resembling large movie screens
and
in the desert, other times awkward, bulky,
indecipherable

used to represent narrative . In the opening sequence, images burst

shapes (fig . 4) . As three-dimensional objects they radically decon-

forth from a central point on the screen to fill the frame in order to

textuahze the images of history .

depict an linage stream of Paganini's ramblings . As flaganini plays
the violin, digital sampling is used to create a shadowing of his

NARRATIVES

movements, so that their digitized traces evoke the energy of the

The different relationship of the electronic linage to the photo-

music . When Paganini hands the commission to Berlioz, a flip-flop

graphic image's role of furnishing evidence is thus a central aspect

technique is employed, so that the videotape flips back and forth

of Woody's project . Art of Memory (pl . 15) reflects oil flow tile con-

between two revolvinii imas-les of Berlioz and Paganini circling each
other, emphasizing the tension of the exchange, As Paganini's body

struction of memory and history is mediated through the camera
and
arts, It takes as its material the black-and-white photographic

is embalmed, the scan processor renders his corpse as a skeletal

film images of historic events of the first half of the twentieth cen-

and eerie texture (fig . 3) . The videotape can thus be seen as posing

tury : the Spanish civil war, the Russian ]?evolution, World War 11,
and the atomic bornb . Woody establishes the process of history

a number of questions~ What does each analog or di,gital effect
mean in narrative terms? How can it offer us an alternative to the
codes of cinematic language-niontage, the fade, the zoom, the

making as his central topic, but reorchestrates historical images
a
and fraines~
in jumble of objects
this is a text of memory, frag-

cut? How can it deconstruct narrative? At the same time, this work

mented and refusing simple coherence . Some images assert

is as much about the seductions of narrative as it is a project of

themselves, emerging to SLIggeSt narratives-such as Robert

antinarrative . It tells a compelling story, with the characters of
Paganini and Berlioz often merging with those of their portrayers .

Oppenheimer's farnous post-atomic bomb speech, in which he

Since lie identifies the strategies (if montage and decoupage, so
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quotes the Bh(~guvad-Gila-but are then resubinerged ill thL' flow
(if images and the. rush of history.

heavily with cinematic narrative language, Woody's counter-strat-

Yet, within this dense layering of images, Woody does hilit at a

egy is to avoid any instance Of CLIttilig directly from one image to

narrative . A mythical winged figure sits on a cliff . Seeing it from a

another, In both The Commission and Art of Memory, lie structUres

distance, a inan triCS to CaptUre its attention . He tosses a pebble at

images in forms that avoid the cut, In Art of Memory, this means

it, arid then, when it turns toward him, he photographs it, causing
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it to rise Up and swoop down upon him . The creature is unexplain-

Benjamin wrote of the angel of history while witnessing the rise of

ed but it suggests many possible meanings . An unattainable mythic
and distracted middle-aged man,
man/beast that the nervous

fascism in the 1930s, and his words echo through the image forms

as if he is trying to photograph the well-known "angel of history"

photographically, to hold it in place and prevent it from hurtling
toward the future . Yet Art of Memory proves that the photographic

haunted by the images of history, tries to capture with his camera,
descrihed by Walter Benjamin :

I iis face is turned toward the Imst . Where we perceive a chaill of
which keel)s piling wreckevents, hesees one single catastrophe
age

wreckage and IlUrls it in front of his feet, The aiigel
would like to stay, awaken the dead, and inake whole what has
LJI)O11

been smashed . But a storni is blowing froin llaradise~ it has
caught in his wings with such violence that the angel can no
longer close them . '['his storni irresistibly I)rolwls hirn into the
future to which his back is turried, while the pile of debris before
him grows skyward. ,

FIGURP.3
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Video slill

and haunting voices of Art of Memory with its sense of history pro-

pelling forward. Woody's alter ego tries to capture the creature

image is ephemeral, its meaning shifting . The images of history lose

their individual meaning and become a tangle of memories swallowed by the electronically rendered desert landscape. Voices echo

these images ; we cannot understand thern, but we know, with their
sci-atchy sound and intonation, that these are the voices of history.

The form of Art of Mernory reveals not only the malleability of
historical ima(yes but also of the different cultural meanings of film
and video. Here, the image objects deny the possibility of finding

a truth in historical artifacts. The incongruity of these images of
history set against the dry forms of the American Southwest
evokes a kind of timelessness ; the desert landscape is emblematic
of time marked within the earth, the past and the future merged .

Art of Memory is thus an attempt to situate the images of history
within the fluid terrain of time, to mark their ephemerality.

It is the camera image that provides us with cultural memory,
yet it is a memory that shifts and changes, and is constantly reinvented and reenacted. The fragmented film images that form
Woody's image objects and the static photographs of figures of his-

tory-from the anarchist Buenaventura Durruti of the Spanish civil
war to the revolutionary Rosa Luxemburg- that scroll across the
screen are processed until they are translucent, shredded as though
by the passage of time . Hence, Art Of MeMory reflects not only on
the memory of this history, but also on the final (lays of cinema,
MACFAINES

REMAPPINO

SPACE

The eulogy to the cinematic image in Art ot'Memory operates to
finally contain the question of cinema for Woody, Since its com-

pletion in 1987, he has moved into a completely new arena of
M A R 1 7 A
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redefinitioiis of space an(] to be completely rid of narrative structure has allowed for other kinds of engagement ,.; with tile past,
The move toward machine systems is an investigation into the
ancient sciences of navigation and calibration . In both Theater of
Hybrid A utomuta (1990) and AeBrotherhood (I S)M-96), t Ile rn ilitary
these wiences are primary subtexts of the act of
applications of
mapping and the designation of territory. Both works pose another
register of questions about the agency of the machine and tile
relationship of the electronic machine to the mechanical .
Theatur of HYbrid Atifoniata (pi . 5), which refers to Giulio
Camillo's ancient Theater of Mernory, consists of a Computerdriven mechanisin that calibrates and maps a space defined by
several target screens . It uses the principles of drarnatic presentation to examine the rules that define tile intersections of physical
and virtual space . The installation represents what Woody calls
all "enlightened tool" that is "internally interactive ." By calibrating the exhibition space according to the placement of several

"targets," one of which represent,, an irnaglillary IlOrth point, tile
vj( ;uRt 4

device operates in two modes : "pointer" mode, in which tile sysand "locator" mode,
tem indicates prescribed locations,
in which

Woody Vasulka
ART OFUEMORY ms -,

the sensors scan the space and report on coordinates . i n its mix

Video still

of technologies, robotics, calibration, an(] forms of navigation,

and the meanings of
investigation, beyond the question of the code
and
the image object to a concern with machine systems
their
capacity to reconfigure space . In this move from cinernatic space
and
(light, shadow, and projection) to video space (the waveform
the signal) to computer-generated space (mathematical coordiand
nates
tile virtual), Woody has undertaken a systematic project
of mapping . His attempts to understand machine protocol-how
machine systems speak and interact with each other- have also
pushed his explorations of machine agency into new territory.
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Theater of Ilyhrid Aulotnuta is about contextualizing virtual space
M

in the history of measurement and mapping, but it is ultimately
about tile impossibility of mapping in that tile space remains to a
and
certain ext(Nit elusive
distinct frorn its calibrated models . It
is, in Woody's words, a "confrontation" between a physical space
and its synthetic representation .
Theater of Hybrid Automata thus poses particular questions.

about hoth the location and the agency of the viewer. It

demands e[igagement from the viewer, but it does so in order
to demonstrate that it can render the hunian presence super-

The computer is a more effective antinarrative tool for Woody

fluous . It plays off traditional notions of Cartesian space and the

than the camera, Ironically, his move to understand electronic

laws of perspective while situating the viewer, yet continues to
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rnap by itself . Through its self-orientation, the machine thus

artificial intelligence . On the one hand, Woody is lovingly crafting

acquires "memory." This work can be seen as an engagement

machines that intrigue, demand, and perform ; on the other hand,

with the question of memory in Virtual space-Camillo's

he is actively working against a simple notion of machine intelli-

Theater of Memory was about mapping the cosmos and con-

gence, whether it be the concept of a "smart" weapon or a

taining memory-as well as the implications of nian's urge to

"thinking" computer. Yet, these tables are also exquisite tributes

map, calibrate, an(] navigate .
issues
and mapping
While
of masculinity
space underlie much

to the intricacies of the machine itself, in the pleasures of their

of the Theater of Hybrid Automata, with its inferences, of military

mechanisais, and in their bridging of the optical, the electronic,
and
the mechanical .

science and the marking of territory, it is in The Brotherhood (pl . 7)
that Woody allows the subtext of gender identity to fully emerge . In

STEINA : FROM THE INSTRUMENT TO THE

this work, the "brotherhood" is established through the tools of

Both of the Vasulkas have explored the capacity of electronic tech-

MACHINE

military hardware, which represent the alliance of technological

nologies to remap space ; while for Woody this has been a project

devices to the service of war . This is not a moralistic or antimas-

of mapping virtual and cartographic space, for Steina this has

culine move ; rather, as Woody puts it, the work examines the
"(111emnia of male identity" that arises from the "general compul-

meant a concern with the viewer's phenomenological relationship
and natural processes . Indeed, one could say that
to the landscape

sion of mankind to reorganize nature itself ." He adds, "This work

while Woody has investigated the mapping of virtual and physical

does not argue for a reformist agenda or a Strategy of defense . It

"indoor" space, Steina has mapped "outdoor" space -sky and

stands sympathetically on the side of the male but it cannot resist

landscape . Whereas Woody has explored the history of human cat-

an ironic glance at his clearly self-destructive clestiny.'"

astrophe, war, and upheaval as contained in the camera image, for

In the series of table installations of The Brotherhood, Woody

Steina history is inscribed not in fragments of archival footage but

again returns to the mechanical in order to investigate the virtual,

within nature ; it is not the history of mankind, but the history of

continuing his project of grounding new technologies in the phe

geological process, of fire, water, and earth .

nornenologies and histories of previous ones . The tables integrate

While Woody has moved toward the question of the machine

scraps of industrial and military waste -tables from jUnkyards in
war
Los Alarnos and elsewhere, an intercept table for
games, a writSuch
ing instrument- with new systems technologies
as computer

as an instrument, this was Steina's point of departure . Her con-

systems and three-dimensional images . In a sense, Woody comes

has been intrigued by the possibility of an autonomous machine .

full circle in The Brotherhood to unite the junkyards of the post-

She states :

ceptualization of the machine takes place through a physical
engagement with the camera-instrument . Yet, like Woody, she

World War 11 culture of his youth with his vision of the ways in
which electronic technologies can reconstitute the meanings of

Having been an instrumentalist in music, I regarded the camera

time and space .

as an instrument from the beginning . . . . From

The tables of The Brotherhood, with their automated parts,
moving mechanisms, image screens of war, and insistence on
viewer interaction, are also about exposing the narrative of

iny

own camera-

work, I saw that YOU are subjected to a very heavy editorial view .
I started very early to think about how much better it would be
it the camera image was not subjected to one person's vision . 9

The 1970-75 videotape Violin Power (pl . 9) demonstrates

Steina's replacement of the violin with the video camera . This work,
which begins with a straightforward image of Steina playing a vio
lin, represents an increasingly complex relationship of sound and
image . Steina rigs her violin to imaging devices so that the inusic
not only transposes the image of her playing the violin but actually generates it -the movement of the bow across the strings
Causes the image to erupt into a tangle of raster lines . She later

tile Surrounding space so that the viewer's position within it is
entirely mediated by the machine . Through the reflective. sphere,
the cameras scan the space and remap it . The image of the
viewer entering the installation is thus transposed via the mirrored sphere into the abstract virtual space of the video
monitors . Allvision redefines space so that concepts such as
inner/outer, left/right, forward/ backward, and up/down have no
meaning . Steina states :

examine(] the relationship of electronic sound and image in coilabThe

Voice Windows (1986), in which La Barbara's voice creates a visual

that Lhe whole roorn can never

interplay of a musical scale on a moving landscape . These works

hUrnan vision,

are, in essence, video compositions, in which the video image is
and an instigator of it .
both a visual realization of the musical form
In the mid-1970s, Steina began working on a project called
"Machine Vision," a group
FICURE 5

tile concept

the

sphere, it

is

which the viewer is always complicit .
Throughout the 1970s, Steina explored Machine Vision in many

Machine Vision is a pro-

works in which she orchestrated increasingly complex machine
then
setups . First, she rotated a camera on a tUrIltable,
added

ject of dual purpose : to

another camera and placed two cameras watching themselves on

explore the cluestion of

rotating monitors . She ~radu~ally began to use mirrors, spheres,

machine autonoiny and to

and other optical devices . The result was essentially a reenactment
and redefinition of the actual codes of cinematic movement : tile
and reprepan, the tilt, and the zoom . In reinventing these codes

Machine Vision works,

senting them within a mechanical framework, Steina attempts to
strip her video work of its relationship to cinematic language . She

AlIvision (1976) consists

presents instead a self-reflexive carnera vision in which the move-

mail vision . One of the first

of two live rotating cam-

ment of the camera is divorced from the narrative meaning

eras facing a mirrored

assigned to cinematic codes .

sphere that reconfigures
MACHINE!

I define it as

machine vision, bUt when I Use
of allvision . 10

moved beyond the idioand restrictions
syncrasies

view beyond limited hu-

'THE

ahsitrdity . When I momit tile caniera on the car.

impossibility of this task . She presents it as a kind of half-joke in

attempt to realize a world

WITH

or Understood by

the spherv in betweeii (~ail)hasized tile

concerned with

lations

OIALOGUL:

be pcrceived

course

finding a carnera view that

of videotapes and instal-

Buffalo, New Y(>rk 1!)7(;
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g

was of

Steina attempts to strip the camera of intentionality and to detach
it from human intervention, while at the same time knowing tile

Sleina working on thc Machiiie Visiou project

of the human eye (fig, 5) .

IN

cameras alone scan the whole room . The idca

oration with singer Joan La Barbara in several works, including

The videotapes of Machine Vision include,~~gnifvinq
I M Nothing,

Sound und Fury (1975), Switch! Monitor! Drift!, Snowed Tapes (1977)
(which are compiled in the later work Orbital Obsessions), and
,
Urban Episodes (I ~Wf 1) . 1, ach of these process videotapes represents
and director, revealing her
a journey in which Steina is both actor
conceptual explorations by demonstrating in real time tier step-bythus PriVy
step complications of camera machines . The viewer is
not only to her thOLIght process but also to her phenomenological
interaction with elcctronic ,pace . Steina sets up cameras facing
each other and. then uses a flip-flop switcher to alternate their
iniagg es ; she places herself within the frame, almost appearing to
peek in and out to see how the machines are reconstituting tier
image . She. uses her body its a mediating force, as if it were a found
object though which machine capabilities can be charted. Steina's
inov(-.inent within her camera mechanisms creates a tangible presence-the mechanical within the electronic and the body within

FLGURE 6

SteiMl
SUMAMWSALT ~1)82

the cainera space .

Video still

In later works, such asSuinnierSaft of 1982 (p) . 12), with its sections Sky High, Low Ride, Somersault, Rest, and Photog;Fraphic
Mentory, the exploration of the mechanical and the body within
electronic space is mediated through a lens attachment that mimics the effect of the mirrored sphere . Images are transposed out of
the standard rectangular frame- horizons become circles and simpie landscapes appear to form microcosms of the world, orbiting
within the frame . Each section of Surnmer Salt contains a different
carnera-defined viewpoint . In Sky High, Steiria attaches a camera
with a mirrored lens on the roof of a moving car, turning a highway
into a g obal

rLIS11 Of

inlagCS . In Low Ride, she drives with the cam-

and inserttorso (fig, 6) . In decentering the viewer's sense of gravity
ing her body as an active force within the frame, Steina is creating
a physicality with the camera, which provides a means to choreograph a space defined by the interaction of body and camera . One's
lasting impression of Surniner Sall, however, is one of irreverence
and humor, Steina seems to be saying that the camera is a playful
object that can comically dernonstrate new perspectives-the
view of a car bumper, the vision from a gymnast's props, The plea-

era on tier bumper through a field of grass, an effect that creates
and
tension through both its irreverence for the camera's safety,

sure in this work is precisely in its refusal to be serious .

the tactile audio/visual impression of grass loudly thumping against

MAPKINs

the microphone . The humor of Low Ride is echoed in Somersault,

LANDsr-AF-E

Perhaps because of her background as a musician, Steina has a

in which Steina performs gymnastics with tier camera with the rnir-

tendency to treat content ambivalently ; space is her subject mat-

rored lens attachment, swinging it through tier legs, bumping it
with tier hips, an(] creating a globalized circular impression of tier

Southwest is initially unimportant to her ; what inatters. i s how it

ter, Whether that space is her studio or the landscape of the

MARITA
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can be reconfigured

it)

video . After the Vasulkas moved to New

Steina puts the stationary landscape of the Southwest into

in The West.

Mexico in 1980, Steina began to work with the Southwestern land-

movement

Working with horizontal drift, she orches-

scape . While landscape can now be seen as a central theme in her

trates two channels of video so that two constantly sliding and

work, she does not actively situate tier work in the tradition of its

overlapping images give the impression of the video frame being in

visual representation in art . She is primarily concerned with ]low

constant motion . In the circular shape of the mirrored sphere, the

different geographies can be reconfigUred through her machine

desert landscape takes on global proportions, spinning and revolv-

mechanisms . She says :

ing, with no horizon ; Native American ruins appear overlaid with
space-age telescopes . Simple concepts of the land are thwarted .

I moved here because I wanted to experience what it is to live in
beauty . I did not want to think that it was going to affect my
images as n-mch as it did . For the first two years I resisted. i t .
First of all becaUvie tile. beauty

Of

the West is

SOS(Auctive .

And,

secondly, I didn't feet up to it . I mean, are you going to take on
had
had
God'? I
always
large interiors in which to work, and sud-

THE

ELEMENTS

West

are strikingly

immobile ; they are only set into motion through the carefully
choreographed motion of Steina's devices . However, the move-

the ceiling is very high, and it's blue,"

(1977) she examines the phenomenology of running water, creat-

I

just adopted the whole

image material . I I
The exercise of placing her body and camera Outdoors ill

IN

REFIGURING

The landscapes that are charted through The

denly we were restricted to a small hOLISe . I just went outside one
morning and said, "Well, my studio doesn't have, any walls and
Southwest as my studio . So that's when I made my peace with the
the
idea that
landscape of the Southwest was going to be my

46

The West

is a work that borders on a romantic vision of
and
the landscape, only to pull back
juxtapose the incongruous .
Indeed,

ment of nature has been a constant theme in her work . In Flux
ing a sensual an([ aesthetic engagement with its quality of motion,
Using a flip-flop technique to switch rapidly between two images of
rushing water, she creates a tension of expected movement . Then
all
the images are transposed by the scan processor to create
electronic waveform that echoes the physicality of the water . The

Summer Salt moved into a more conscious engagement with the

movernent of nature is thus juxtaposed with the corresponding

Southwestern landscape in the 1983 installation The West (1)] . 4), In

motion of the electronic waveform .

this work, Steina examines the relationship of landscape to time, in

One can easily read in works like Flux, Geornonia (1989), and

particular the way in which the desert symbolizes both geological
time and human imprints on the land . The dry conditions that pre-

Borealis (1993) the pleasure that Steina takes in deconstructing
has
the movement of nature . Indeed, it is as if Steina
Used tile

serve evidence of ancient civilizations are also responsible for tile

meditim of video to effectively reorcliestrate the geological

presence in New Mexico of various scientific enterprises, including

processes so evident in the shifting terrain of her native Iceland .

the Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescope systems, a line of huge

The use of analog and digital iniaging as both geology and geogra-

satellite dishes listening in the desert, Thus, the Southwestern

phy compels tier later work . In the installation Geomaniu, she uses

landscape represents technological change and acts as a symbolic
human mapping of the land
indicator of the progression from the

video to ironically combine the volcanic and oceanic scapes of

to the inapping of space .

the desert and volcanic gases bubble up through rocky terrain .
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Iceland with the dry desert of the Southwest -waves wash over

Thus, video techniques take on the metaphoric role of merging
the landscapes of Steina's various homes -the arid and still desert
with the fluid, churning, mutable terrain of a volcanic island . For
Steina, the earth can be reconstructed through video in defiance of
its materiality .
In Mirealis (1)] . 6), a dark room with suspended video projection screens encompasses the viewer in the visceral interplay of
natural processes . Water is electronically reorchestrated through
direction reversals, layering, and flip-flopping . This is not the stationary landscape of The West but rather nature pushing at the
screen, rushing at the viewer. On the large screens, the water is
oversized and dizzying . Steina then takes her camera into the
rough terrain, bumping it into frozen plants and thurnping and
scratching the earth's surface . 'rhis is a heightened sense of water
and land, up close and in your face, Borealis is about getting as
close as possible to the constant movement and fluidity of nature,
which is seen as powerful and unstable . The darkened room and
projection screens force the viewer to step into the moving image
and its audio/visual textures . Borealis thus circles back to Allvision
in its desire to decenter viewers and set them in motion .
In the 1987 videotape Lilith (pl . 16), Steina continues this concept of integrating the body into the landscape in a more literal
fashion . She renders Doris Cross into a hybrid of human and
nature . Cross's face is integrated into a forest-like tableau through
analog processes, giving her a primordial and eerie presence .
Lilith is the mythical first wife of Adam, and Cross embodies,
through her slowed voice and craggy features, a strange figure of

new, "improved" forms . One has the sense that Steina is rechoreographing the earth, Yet, at the same time, she is clearly resisting
simple clich6s about nature and its meanings . The humor in her
work and its disdain for simple concepts of beauty prevents it from
fulfilling any essentialist concept of woman and nature . Indeed, one
could say that Steina is countering any reverence for nature with
a technological retort of "what if?" What if waves could wash
through the desert? What if water ran backwards? What if we could
stop it all in a frame?
In the 1989 videotape In the Land of the Flevator Girls (pl . 17)
and the 1991 installation Tokyo Four, this refiguring of space is
transposed to the terrain of Tokyo, where she creates visual motifs
to enact her role as an outsider peering in . It is testimony to
Steina's indifference to subject matter that she can take an urban
setting and treat it as a landscape . She uses horizontal drift to
create a motif of opening and closing-a proscenium that lets
foreigners in, but then shuts them out again . The framing device
is the constantly moving elevator doors of Tokyo department
stores, accompanied by the elevator girls whose job it is to greet
shoppers and usher them in and out . The elevator doors, recreated in digital effects with horizontal drift, open onto scenes of
Japanese life : Shinto priests sweeping their gardens, train condUCtors at rush hour, a volcanic landscape, a virtual reality
demonstration, the choreographed movements of a dance troupe .
In this work, horizontal drift is deployed as a metaphor for the
observations of the visitor to Japanese culture, glimpsing particular moments and experiencing the layered impressions of the

transposition . Cross's face is as much a tribute to an aged and

rhythms of daily life . The elevator doors are both an entryway
and a barrier that closes or) the viewer's desire to see into the rit-

well-worn face as it is a study of the deteriorating human corpse

uals of the city

mystery. Yet, there is nothing particularly mystical about this

reintegrating into the earth .
In all of Steina's landscape work, the view of the earth is both
of awe and irreverence ; on one hand paying homage to the aesthetics of nature, on the other deliberately reconstructing it into

Within all of Steina's work, a series of questions is thus posed :

What does it mean to reconfigure space, to reorchestrate landscape, or to remap nature? What does it mean to change the
viewer's relationship to space? From the redefinition of space in
M A R I T A
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Allvision, which situates the viewer in between physical and electronic space, to the rernappings of nature in The West and Borealis,

to the depiction of cultural voyeurism in the closing doors of In the

Land of the Elevator Girls, Steina forces the viewer's body into the

work . Here, there is no central point of perspectival vision, no center from which the viewer posits his or her sell, but rather a
construction of space in which the viewer floats in the rotating
spheres of landscape and studio space, ever in motion, never static, The viewer's position in Steina's work is defined not by
physical space and geometry, but from within an electronic
space-of transmission and reception, in which geographies are
and
malleable
the physical can be transgressed . Its meaning is
precisely in demonstrating the intangible of physical space and
the natural world .
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1, Woolly Vaskilka, in the videolape Arlitails (1980) .
2. See t lie catalogue [or the show. organized hy Ille Vastilkas, Eigenwell cferAppumteWelt- flionvers ofFlecimnic Art, cd. David Dinin (Unz, ALIstria : Ars ElectrOllica, 1992)~
and Martha Rosier, "Viden : Sht~ddiiig the Utopian Moment," and Marita Sturken.
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History" in Illuminating Video An Essenhol Gaide to VideoAtl, ecls . Doug Hall an([ Sally
-in Fifer (New York : Aperture, lq9l).
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3
VaStilka, interview with Gene Youngblood all(] Peter Wiebel, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, October 12, [986.
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5, See Lticinda Furlong, "Notes Toward a History of Iniage-Processed Videw Steillaand
Woody ViIS1,11ka," Afterimage 11 . no . 5 (December 1983): 15 .
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interview.
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York : Schocken Books, 1969): 257-58
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A journey through the Vasulkas'work is thus a journey through the
history of the machine and an investigation into the importance
of the past in the present and the historical machine in the technologies of the future . Their work defies simple narratives of
technological progress, precisely because of the ways in which it
situates new media within their technological legacies, For the
and
Vasulkas, the machine is both a creature of autonomy
a source
of possibilities . From the elemental nature of the Digital Image
Articulator to the bulky machine images of Art of Memory and the
contained arbitrariness of the machines of Theater of Hybrid

Autornato and The Brotherhood, from the mirrored mechanical

Machine Vision device of The West to the projected world of

Borealis, the VaSUlkas have created several generations of
machines that defy simple notions of agency and programming .
These machines dramatically pose questions about authorship as
the Vasulkas consistently attempt to award them autonomy and
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to speak their language . These are machines that command our
attention and demand a dialogue .
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9. Q1101ed ill "StUdiOS," .51VIMI & Woody VaNnIka Vid<`(Isles 1969-1984: 15 Ann~.es
d7mages Elearordqiws, ed . DorniniciLle Wil[OU,4111)y (Parts : Chi&-MBXA/Chi6c1oc, 1984).
10 . Steiria, artist's statement, 1976 .
11 . Stehia, intei'view with MaLin Wilson ill the exhibition brochure ~Capes of
Pamdoxy: The Solithivestand Iceland (Albl.lqu orqtie: Jonsori Gallery University of New
Mexico, 1986)~
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During the 1970s, Steiria and Woody Vasulka helped shape the paraineters of video art . They founded The Kitchen as an intermedia
exhibition space, contextualized video in relation to electronic
and performance art, and played a leading role in the develmusic
opment of synthesized video, These innovations placed the
among those who seem to have created video as a field by
VaSUlkas
pioneering its institutions and orienting its projects,

included in this exhibit derives its
Even the raost recent work
energy from principles implicit in some of the Vasulkas' earliest
videotapes, as initial traces of generative principles now reaching
a much fuller realization and recognizability. The visual intensities
of Lilith (1987), the logical architecture underlying Theater of Hybrid

Automata (1990) and The Brotherhood (1994-96), and the electronic
landscapes of Borealis (1993) all reconfigure operating principles

Like other innovative practices that emerge at a break

initially worked through in such earlier videotapes as Noisefields

between established and new rnedia, their work is marked by the
and videotapes
rhetoric of the period . Yet their ideas, installations,

genealogical recognition of those earlier pieces through their

,peak in important ways to conteinporary concerns of art and
technology. Decades ago, the Vasulkas move(] into an electronic
environment that the general public has begun to inhabit only
recently with the mass marketing of interactive multimedia computers . An exhibition of their work invites a reconsideration of the
historical juncture that marks their entrance into this electronic
landscape . It allows us to speculate ab0t1t Underlying theoretical
formations in their installations and videotapes, helping Lis to
anticipate and understand long-term cultural change .

(1974), D~gital Images (1979) and Lund of Timoteus (1977) . The

traces in current work can operate as a kind of anarnnesis, as JeanFrani~ojs Lyotard uses the term, a deliberate "not forgetting" of
the processes of innovation and cultural history'
The Vasulkas' video was conceived in the context of a late
1960s rhetoric that celebrated involvement and exploration .
Individual videotapes were not valued intrinsically as commodities
or objects, but emerged as the by-product of a largely intangible
geneyative process . Recordings were iina!ined as supplemental,
analogous to the notes of physicists or anthropologists exploring

an unknown domain . The central invisible concern remained the
exploration of the electronic field, unavoidably absent to the
viewer of videotapes . The 1960s rhetoric of process helped bypass
critical methods of formalist analysis and authorial style still
strong at that historical moment, particularly among the art critics
and curators who were beginning to address video . It functioned to
legitimize apparently inconsistent styles, enabling the shifts from
abstraction and logical systems to camera realism and expression
that have characterized the Vasulkas' work.
These rhetorical strategies functioned to suggest an early orientation for the still amorphous field of video. However, as so often
happens, the working concepts that facilitate the production of
new work may unintentionally foreclose a theoretically informed
rereading, Given the context of the 1960s, the appeal to process
inevitably reinscribed a mythology of "presence" at the center of
the Vasulkas' artistic project, one derived from the phenomenological privileging of experience . This inight now be better
understood in terms of the unrepresentable at the basis of all possible representation . In retrospect, the videotapes as dynamic texts
embody several concerns that are only partially articulated by the
rhetoric of presence and process that originally worked to legitimate them. Accordingly, current media and cultural theory can
provide an alternative access to the Vasulkas' work, in place of
the often mythologized notion of artists at the electronic frontier.
WRITING THE IMA13E
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In part, the Vasulkas' work seems to continue the modernist project of questioning illusionistic representation . Much of their work
substitutes abstract pattern for an unexarnined experience of
camera imagery as live, uninediated presence . Jacques Derrida
argues that the clesire for "presence" is a central myth of Western
civilization, By presence, he means seeing specific meanings as
fully and naturally inherent in representation, so that cultural
meaning appears as self-evident truth . If Western culture can be
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characterized in this way, then these metaphysical assumptions
reach a peak of development in the technology of "live" television, "Live" camera illusionism perpetuates nineteenth-century
assumptions about perception as a passive, direct, and unproblematic receiving process . These assumptions in turn operate to
embed ideology and desire in the appearance of the "natural ." In
contrast, images generated entirely by video synthesizers do not
appear natural . Even camera images that are processed by synthesizers depart from traditional concepts of realist or expressive
representation . Both move closer to theoretical concepts of rnoving imagery as a mode of writing . An interest in imagery as writing
is already suggested by the title of the Vasulkas' early work,
Calligrains (1970), which refers to Guillaume Apollinaire's poems
that reshaped printed texts into images .
The idea of camera imagery as writing is one of the oldest
concepts of mechanical reproduction, embedded in the terms
photography" and "cinematography," both neologisms derived
from Greek words for writing with light and with motion . Yet
these have been displaced by the terms "television" and "video,"
which mean literally "seeing at a distance" and "I see," a direct
equation of perception and technology as complete simulacrum .
This equation is based on Unconscious Cultural asSUmptions
that have not yet been problematized by such modernist strategies as reflexivity, so that premodernist habits of thought often
re-emerge in practice even when theoretical premises to the
contrary are well known . In part, the Vasulkas' projects interrogate such unconscious habits : in works Such as Soundgated
Images (1974) and TimelEnergy Objects (1975), the Vasulkas have
seemed to insist on an analytic understanding of the electronic
signal or waveform as a model for visual representation .
Soundgated Images uses the signal from the soundtrack to control the image, so that the viewer is invited to imagine the
electronic waveform that unites both . TimelEnergy Objects displays abstract forms in which the viewer can visually identify
11

and square waves as conoscillator-generated sine, triangle,
structive elements (fig . 7) . 2 As such the signal becomes both the
substance that enables writing and the evidence that such writing has occurred .
Yet the Vasulkas' use of abstraction always alternates with, or
is tied to, a return to camera imagery. Conceiving of abstract oscillator-generated images in terms of late modernist aesthetics, such
as articulating the pure characteristic features of the video
medium, is an approach now taken for granted . The camera image
returns in a different context, precisely because it is known and
seen to be a signifying construct ; hence, the camera becornes one
means among many to generate an image . A videotape like
TimelEnerg,y Objects not only visualizes the signal, but also plays
with the constructed illusion of three-dimensional objects oil the
flat video raster, The blank, white screen of video's 52S-line display is magnetically reshaped by the scan processor into simple
geometrical forms . : ' The minimalist aesthetics of the objects so rep-

FIGLIR~.7

WomlyVasulka
HAILIENERGY OBJECTS 1975
Video still of scari processor effects

resented are tied to 1960s concerns in painting, mLliC, an(] the
performing arts, but the new interest in [,low an illusionistic image
can be seen in itself as constructed shifts the videotape's stance

the two, together with the disjunctive values they represent,

into the. postmodernist 1970s . The camera irnage in the context of

replaces a hierarchical valorization of either modernist abstraction

the Vasulkas' abstract work becomes one more means of generat-

or classical illusionist styles .

ing objects through signal manipulation . Even the sensuous

Further, this tends to be true whether Steina or Woody is credited for a particular work . Part of the narrative that surrounds the

landscapes of the 1983 work The West (pl . 4) set the camera linage
against
a subtle but vivid use of synthesized color unique to video .

Vasulkas' long-standing collaboration is that Woody moves toward

At the same time, the VaSLllkas' continual return to camera

the abstract while Steina returns to the concrete, Woody will

images plays against the contemporary commercial use of com-

becorne a purist at a certain point, insisting on only processed

puter effects in a different way. Mass Culture tends to use high-tech

imagery as in C~Trend (1974), while Steina will return to easily rec-

imagery to assert self-evident meaning today in the same way that

ognizable camera imagery as in From Cheektowa4a
g to Toaawanda

classic Hollywood used photographic realism . The Vasulkas side-

(1975) . Yet both these videotapes involve processed imagery that

step this succession of dominant styles by continually opposing

fuses camera material with abstraction, and the difference between

realistic and synthesized imagery. If pure abstraction never

their aesthetics might be better characterized as parallel princi-

becomes completely central to the Vasulkas' work, neither does

pies in different domains, However, this is also problematic, since
Woody embraces camera imagery in his later narrative work, and

camera illusionism ever appear quite enough . The play between
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they collaborated on the purely abstract Noisefields . It is perhaps
more, appropriate to abandon any and all easy polarizations of their
and
aesthetics in order to recognize shared operational principles
complex, as well as distinctive, aesthetics .

conventions to art open-ended multiplicity of possibil ity and puruse
pose . For example, Evolution (1970) marks their first
Of
a
drift
as
compositional
stratdeliberately induced horizontal
egy, while Digital Images investigates the capacities of digital
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synthesis to control the individual pixels that form a video
and others like them, the implicaimage .' In these videotapes

One of the established tropes of the Vasulkas' work has been the

tion is that Such image-generating capacities are internal to the

notion of tool exploration . They have both tried out new tools

machine and contradict camera norms .

(e .g ., digital imaging devices beginning in the mid-1970s) and rediscovered old ones (e .g ., introducing a deliberate horizontal drift
into cameras long capable of such activity, but frorn which such
drift was Conceptually excluded in the design) . In both cases, they
sought effects not yet discovered or fully developed . Yet in retrospect, the immediately apparent effect of novelty and innovative
visual design is insufficient to explain the powerful and lasting
effects of these works . There is a different kind of determining figtire, in the sense of a generative trope within visual discourse,
simultaneously embedded in this project . The underlying assumption in this artistic project is that tools are not self-evident in
their use or in their internal organization, and that they require
art activity not unlike that of reading . Tools themselves in the
Vasulkas'work become texts, with an internal logic that is far from
unproblematic .
Much of the Vasulkas' use of tools seems driven by an interest in the discrepancies between different levels of organizatiou
within the machine . These discrepancies are normally concealed
in commercial television production, which prescribes a central
aesthetic of camera illusionism to unify otherwise disparate
styles . All anti-illUSiOniSt aspects of electronic imaging in conventional television are relegated to the domain of technical
problems or to transitions between programs . The tools themselves are manufactured to automate this ideological demand for
illusionist effect and to efface all internal contradictions . The
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Vasuikas reverse tool organization from this automated set of
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Woody's Theater of Hybrid Automata (pl. 5) updates

and

recon-

figures tool reading as a parodic deconstructiou of Western
representation, now epitomized by virtual reality (VR) technolo
gies . This installation incorporates images that oscillate between
carnera illusionism and computer-processed abstraction, reestablishin! the conflicting principles of camera aud signal . A
and revolves among five visual
niachine-controlled camera rotates
targets, fo) -egrounding computer interactivity and robotic control
as an aspect of the tools that now need to be read . By so doing,
Theater of Hybrid Automata turns conventional ideas of VR as ail
imittersive realist landscape inside out, revealing its unconscious
assumptions . As machine, VR constructs its images through an
electronic signal, and as cultural representation it embodies tile
hierarchical grid of illusionistic perspective as if identical to
nature . Woody's installation inverts these assumptions by foregrounding the signal construction and perspectival grid repressed
by VR's hyperrealism .
Theater of Hybrid Automata's fivescreens are placcd to indicate
the six compass points of a surrounding three-dimeusional envirom-nent, like the the x-y-z axes of a Cartesian grid . Cartesian space
is, of course, the organizim~, principle of illusionistic perspective
that makes Western ideas of landscape possible . The x-y-zlxes that
fortned the basis of signal investigation in DinelEnergy Objects
have now become an installation environment, placing the viewer
within the conceptual framework that generates the video camera's
mass production of realist space . Theater of Ilyhrid Automatu

SLI!geStS the controlled contact with reality implicit in VK's demand
for a completely immersive space, together with a critique of how
turns out to be .
redLiCtiVe SLICII a COnCePtiOn Of the real
The hyhridity of the automata in this theater is accordingly
multiple . Although based on the interaction of human and
machine, the installation Shifts Our attention to the hybridities of
writing an([ imagery, and of machines and cultural represen-

reconfigure the boundary between the personal and the machine.
This area of concern might also include the Vasulka practice
and the
whereby one person lLsetS LIP" a System (i .e., programs it)
other runs or uses it .
Their commitment to "real time" image synthesis, as in Digital
Images, fits this project, despite the apparent paradox of a seemingly realist impulse that leads to effects quite alien to realism .

tations, which are constituted autonomously prior to the

The commitment to "real time" limits computer processing to the

participation of a viewer. The viewer then enters into a double
him or
position in relation to the hybrid automata that SUrrounds

motion through slowed computer generation of separate video

her, which operates both as a playful deployment of alternative
symbolic systems and a parodic critique of the prisonhouse of
representation implied by realist preconceptions of VR .
Throughout the VaSLIlkas'work, machines as texts can be read
in terms of their plural constitutive elements, from signal pattern
and raster (Icsign to horizontal stabilization, pixel units, and di-i
tal control . In their more recent work, technologies and their codes

programming of moving imagery, rather than reconstructing
frames (or fields) .
Woodly: [Ij you involve the computer, the picture must be dis-

assembled and assenibled again, pOiRt by pOiElt, nuniber by
than
number, and this can take a much longer time
necessary
to represent a moving iniage . So we say if a systein cannot
process or orio~aate pictures as continuously moving, we lose

are increasingly linked to cultural history . In the Vasulkas' read-

real lime . When we lose th( , illusion Uf C011tinUous movement,

ing, each element can be deconstructed to generate distinctive
compositional possibilities not predictable by conventional prac-

we lose reat tifne.

tice, as a fertile resource for artistic interventions . Both videotapes
and
installations in a sense become printouts that allow Lis to read
the machines that generate them, as well as the cultural aSSLIrnptions these machines embody . From this position, machine logic

Steiria : It's the most important thing . . . I would sacrifice any
kind of iniage resolution, any kind of perfect iniage, rather than
.fil
sacrifice real lirne

By "real time," the Vasulkas. are insisting that the computer

can be rethought .

be fully "interactive," as that term has come to be known or imag-

RETHINKING

in the 1990s promise a dynamic intimacy of maChirIC-111-Inian coop-

MACHINE LOGIC

The Vasulkas have often referred to the underlying code by which
iniages are constructed or inscribed on the monitor surface .
Woody, for example, has said, "You have to master the code . . . .
The code should be controlied and finally specified by creative
people, artists ." ~ We might generalize this interest in the code or
electronic signal to other parallel processes of depersonalizing,
mechanizing, or programming image production in order to

ined through the marketing of Multimedia computers . Computers
eration that so far continues to exceed the practical limits of
Consumer technology, but the Vasulkas began to insist on such
interactivity as an operational premise decades ago .
For the VaSLIlkas, the choice has often been to sacrifice image
resolution or detail rather than movement in order to keep the
image dynamic and interactive . 7 The crucial factor here is the
simultaneity of processing and recording that allows the entire
MAUREEN
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process to remain visible and avoids any post-production
reassembly of material. Movement is tile guarantor of this simultaneity, but realism is not the goal . The commitment to "real time"
is not an appeal to an imaginary truth of presence inherent in realism, nor even to interactivity in any natt.lraliSUC sense. It is
something quite different, "Real time" insists on locating writing
within the image, within moving figuration as experienced through
time. The illusion of movement allows tile videotapes to indicate
]low video is a "writing apparatus" creating the illusions that are
operative in representation .
Video practice call in this way be reoriented away from a
metaphysics Of pure presence in a way that other types of video
programming cannot . Commercial computer image programming
is conceived as subserviant to an illusionistic presence, so that
we are invited to imagine computer Production as something
that happens before and outside of the images we watch, without
leaving any apparent traces except as illusionistic rnagic .
Programming in so-called "real time" insists that tile process of
image production cannot be so hierarchized, with programming
or writing subordinate to an illusion of unmediated perception.
Implicitly, it argues that writing or programming is internal to
perceptual and cognitive experience . At the same tirne, the
Vasulkas' work cannot be conceived simply in terms of a inodernist foregrounding of technique or reflexivity of the art object.
Signifying practice in their work becomes instead a continual
and simultaneous play of perceptual experience and representational construction, of presence and absence, not a subordination of one to the other.
- C El r-- r-4 1 T I VE C_ YCL_ E: s
The Vasulkas' longstanding interest in neurophysiological experimentation concerning visual perception is one indication that
we need to consider how their videotapes engage the perceptual and cognitive processes of the viewer, Their formal
P F: RC EPTU A L
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experimentation with the specific properties of the video image
raises the issue of how the viewer is engaged by these properties
in new and challenging ways .
Scientists now believe that we do not receive images as entities projected onto Our Consciousness, as assumed in earlier
models of perception that posited a retinal image transmitted peri
odically as a whole picture . Painting, photography, an([ even film
images offered analogues for this earlier model of perception .
Their images seemed to present themselves to the eye as framed
pictures, ready to be hiverted as projections oil the retina. Filin
projection "mirrored" this process in its projection of the image
onto a screen.
Rather than assuming a matrix of perception that is comprehended only once it is receive(] ill full, contemporary cognitive
theories of perception conceive of sensory and brain processes
as enti rely intertwined . In other words, no perception OCCLIYS prior
to cognition, a concept introduced in the 1960s by LJ]ric Neisser as
a perceptual-cognitive cycle .,' More than prior modes of visual representation, the video apparatus offers a model for such
interactive circuitry. Video's internal ternporal construction as a
field of phosphors shifting at a rate of sixty cycles per second
(cps) offers a more dynamic correlate to the retina's own cycles
of diverse transmissions . Though television was designed to
mimic conventional uses of the filmic apparatus, video has the
capacity (already developed in experimental film work) to dissect
and deconstruct the framed entity of the image .
Noisefields, in an implied comparison to the percel)tUal I)lay
of Op art and the "flicker" film, examines video flicker (fig. 8) .~'
Solid color fields and snow flicker in alternation (at tile field rate
of sixty cps), within a space defined by a circular mask. Though
individual frames only have simple patterns, tile videotape as it
is perceived in its temporal unfolding generates more complex
"illusions ." Video flickcr is more complex than film flicker, since.
even the "frame" is assembled in the viewer's rnind and is never

Similarly, in Land of Tirnoteus Steina borrows principles of

physically present on screen in its entirety. The video screen's

single-scyeen, three-dimensional effects from the work of Alfons

phosphors are illuminated for only a fraction of the time that each

Schilling, a New York artist with whorn the Vasulkas collaborated .

field or frame demands, so that complete "fraines" are displayed

Like Schilling's 3-D slide presentations, this videotape creates the

only through automated VCR features or within the perceptual-

illusion of three-dimensional space by temporally alternating

cognitive system . If perceptual "illusions" are stimulated by

Noisefields, they suggest tile reciprocal illusion by which we imag-

slightly displaced fields of vision . In Steina's piece, the representational material is a panning shot of all Icelandic landscape, in

Whereas flicker in video is usually concealed as much as pos-

which jutting foreground rocks are sharply distinguished from tile

ine that a video "fraine" exists as a unifi(~d entity like that of film .

sible within the flow of a represent ati onal illusionism, just as it is in

background space. The scene is rendered as a three-dimensional

film, in Noiseftelds it is manifest as a phenowenon that undermines
and illuminates the threshold of our perceplion of discrete units,

placed shots at a rate of approximately six times a second to

image by switching back and forth between two spatially discreate the illusion of spatial depth . Cognitively the viewer receives

while simultaneously highlighting the rolo of mental processes in

somewhat the "same picture" as um -nediated binocular vision, but

perceiving stimuli as "images ." The perceptual field is never simply

the rules of this game are not simply the thrill-seeking, stylized

an external object that we sense, but a creation of our mental activ-

realism of a 3-D movie . Rather, the perception of depth itself is

ity as we participate in perception . 'File shimmering quality of
video snow gives Noisefields properties different from its filinic
might be the pointillist Op art
counterparts ; the closer equivalent

examined as a lesson in the relativity of space, time, repetition,

works (although the "movement" of the (lots in Op art is entirely

ceptual

and displacement within cognition . At the site of maximal perimmediacy, the landscape of one's homeland, the

apparatus paradoxically fails to reproduce a reality . Instead, it

illusory, while in video the pixels do chame) . One can imagine all
animated film that would blend the graphic qualities of tile artwork
and actual change . Noisefields is just such a
with temporality

intervenes to subtly dislocate the viewer from tile space prehim
sented to
or her through both relocation and accentuation of

hybrid, suggesting that video itself will come into its own through
an understanding of its hybrid heritage . l u reconceiving flicker as

tropes explicate the active cognitive processes at work in even the

the perceptual act . In Noisefields and Land of Timoteus

ViSLIal

videographic, the videotape acknowledL~es its closeness to per-

simplest act of perception . At some level these works seem to

ceptual experimentation in film, while imirking video's difference
and temporally)
(spatially
as another sort of image .

engaged by Maurice MerleaLl-Ponty. 111
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interpolate the phenomenological subject, the self-aware viewer
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Objects and their systems of representation are treated in the
Vasulkas' videotapes as neither self-evident and natural, nor simall
ply available for reproduction . Yet if video here becomes
apparatus for underlining subjectivity, it does. s o while underinfil-

ing the sure, safe, and familiar placement of the subject as

observer of a world believed to he known . In the Vasulkas , other
videotapes and in their installations, the acts of perception are
and
Multiplied
varied with great complexity ; these works in one,
sense continue to address the phenomenological subject, but also
question this construct . Perception is troubled, treated ironically
and metaphorically using devices with a rich history of irony in the
pictorial scheme . For example, Steina's A1114sion (1976) recalls the
convex mirror of the Renaissance most famous for its appearance
Van
in
Eyck's Giovunni Arnoffini und His Bride (11 :14) . These traditional devices are coupled with others that are new by virtue of
their mechanized movements or electronic basis . Human Vision iS
countered with machine vision . The parallels and discrepancies
and our recollection of
between what machines present to us
utimediated vision are one "object" of our gaze .
THE MIRROR, THE PANCIPTICLIN,

AND

MULTIPLICITY

In a series of recent installations, Steitia's interest in both human
and architecture are
and technological interaction with landscape
Eel G I I H V 9

171E WAS7, Iqu
Video still sh,iwing I lie Allvisim)

manifest . The West and Borealis (199 :3) both reexamine landscapes .
lens,
Pailopticon vision, historically introdLICCd by the Wide-angle
composite photography, and the cinematic 360-degree diorania, is
through tile use of a machine Steina calls
alltOillate(i ill 77W W(St

machine

"Allvision" (fig . 9) . The camera's 180-degree, wide-angle lens rotates
while airned at a mirrored globe, so that its image contain .", a second 180-degree reverse image while sweeping across a 360-degree
field . The image produced in Alivision (1)1 . 3) with its globe is not
only a :360-clegree pan, but one in which each pole of tile 190-degree
arc is Simultaneously present, the "back view" inside
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machine is paralleled by the ornnidirectional camera in Woody's

shadows on the golden stone construction just barely denatures

Theater of Hybrid AW0117(lia to sustain a hyperpanoptic gesture

the image, lending an uncanny, emphatic quality to the ancient

that extends the conic vision Of tile Subject into a Powerful SWeep

ern landscape, so keyed is it to earth and sky, Then comes the

across their work . Inherent in this gesture is a Survey of space
of all that surrounds a central location, a metaphoric exploration of
vision's power, geometry, an(] limits . Michael Snow's Lu R(~gion
ventrale (1970-71) explored this metaphor of a circling, machine
vision by taking its rotation systematically around a Spherical
Course. i n the rnidst of a landscape in a day-night cycle . As in Snow's
film, the tropes generated by the evocation of panoptic vision in
AlIvision are multiple and contradictory. Enveloping, flowing, repetitive

cycles

generate

one

sort

of

association,

while

the

fragmentation of various image frames and analytical trajectories
generate another. We are engaged in a vision that is fully ilubLwd
with both the sensation and the promise of power. A central tower
surveying a Surrounding prison is one aspect of the power engaged
by the panopticon, as established by Jeremy Bentham and elaborated by Michel Foucault in Discipline and1lunish . 11
To overcome the limits of a fixed position in ,pace and to be
capable of surveying all who could threaten or attempt to escape
the tower and the turret of the
one's control is a motivation for
panopticon . Througl i exaggeration, the Vasulka's hyperpanopticon
and
becomes in part a parody of the paranoid desire to seek, know,
and automated in tile
control everything, a wish already embedded
for surveillance systerns . Yet in AlIvision, the inscripuse of video
tion of panoptic vision is already deeply phantasinic and playful,

construction that could almost seem a natural element of the westpanoptic survey of a desert landscape that includes the Very Large
Array (VIA) satellite antenna installation and a forested landscape .
Alternation occurs between natural and built environments, sornetimes within the same image. The circular "Insert" (of the mirrored
sphere) shows primarily the artifacts of military science, while
the frame shows the 11atUral landscape that lies in the other direction, or vice-versa . The West consists of a bank of monitors, in
which a series of wipes splits the screen further as one image progresses across another. Alternate monitors carry images from two
channels of the videotape, a checkerboard pattern of repetition
and variation that is constructed at times to graphically match
the wipe movements . When the wipes match, they transcend the
and create flowing imagery
limits of the individual monitors
Metaphors are engaged in The West that do not simply rest on
obvious or singular interpretations . One Could read the work as. a
poetic indictment of the contemporary reconstruction of this space
and military purposes, or conversely as a fascination
for industrial
with the forms that obliterate such a political reading through an
equally poetic vision of both nature and culture, Such readings are

not only too partial, they miss the problematizing of imagemetaphors at the heart of the work . The nature/culture opposition
does run through the installation, reiterated in the opposition of the

like the vision sought by children as they whirl around, iriClUding

machine (that produces the vision) to the humans (who make and

the additional points of view afforded by Such toys as swings and
powerful
merry-go-rounds . Ominous and delightful,
and innocent,

Once made thematic, the opposition is varied and left to rever-

the panoptic vision is an oxymoronic look at its domain .
In The West the panoptic vision comes as the middle segment,
after a section in which hand-held camera footage is combined

with selective colorization to etch Out the architectural forms of
the Chaco Canyon ruins, The blue that fills in and accentuates the

see that machine vision), but is only a preliminary proposition .
berate as a more fundamental questioning of a Subjective
placement - how this Subject is located within this world .
The geometries of the Alivision machine's rotations in several
of Steina's videotapes Suggest the obvious metaphor of reflexivity,
especially when the video camera or its shadow appears in the
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image . However reflexivity is presented with such variation that

manifest installation, The environment becomes manifest as it is

what by now has become self-evident within modernist reflexivity

made evident to the senses as a means of understanding . The

is troubled . Even if we are shown and know all the components of

place of Borealis is both interactive as well as manifest ; patterns of

the construction of an artwork, do we know anything more of the
has
process of textual Construction? Reflexivity in art
been for the

dLICC

most part limited to externals : the filmmaker in the film, the cam-

Changing

era in the image, the characters speaking as actors . Not that tile
music of these spheres is simply better left to an appreciation that

image relationships emphasize graphic rhymes,
matches, and echoes, complicating our perception of movement .
and
The viewer practices the skills of divided
selected attention,

the deconstruction of metaphysics needs more thaii the merely
physical reflection on the apparatuses of production .'-'

insist on the two dimensionality of video representation, in the

and
Borealis ~1)1 . 6) continues this exploration of reflexivity

redoubled vision of landscape . This installation clarifies and makes

manner that the image stops at the screen, giving

LIS Only

its Spa-

tial inversion for the other side .

most direct its reference to the northern lights in its inclusion of a

That is what has always been at stake conceptually ill the

pastel hinage of Steina's shadow surrounded by a halo glow as she

video installation-a placement in space of viewing, the SUbject

shoots images of an ambigUOUS

landscape of either

implicated spatially in the text's display, actually moving around it,

steam or fog . In this image the artist is a shadow figure both SUr-

through it, knowing that its representational illusions are pre-

rounded by and creating an image of light in reference to and in

sented in combination with a space that is not illusory, but actual .

mernory of the seasonal atmospheric light of her native land, In

The viewer is pheiiomenologiczdly implicated in the apparatus of

Val -MrOUS

Borealis, four translucent screens bearing projections of irnages

representation, as lie or she moves through a space with preten-

shimmer with a diffuse color that makes the most, aesthetically,
of projected video, The images of various landscapes and

sions of reality, for all the thoughtful illusion it provokes . Yet this
space conceptually wavers because of its physicality and its

seascapes, familiar elements of Steina's work, seem chosen for

abstraction, its insistence on making actual its metaphors, on con-

their water-rushing, branches-swaying rhythms, which are subject to inverted motion, As installation, Borealis fills its room,

fronting the viewer with objects and representations, with space
and
felt thrOUgh the body
the space Of Visual iliLlSions at the same

inviting spectators to wander through its images, while their tra-

time. These spaces of representation are also spaces of presence,

jectories gradually generate new possibilities of response .

forcing the viewer to conceive of herself or himself in the act of

Borealis is a work that emphasizes the present moment of

READING

poetic and/or serial structure and notions of sequence .

as they randomly select elements in the installation on which to
focus and about which to think . Yet the translucent screens also

remains magical ; the 2cometries (if Alluision suggest perhaps that
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imagery across numerous screens set at dispersed angles intro-

intervention in the history of filin and video installation : as new

watching . The spectator then seems to occupy two spaces at once .
There is always SOInCthing Of tile Uncanny in SUCII doubling, like

projection technology makes video niore like film, it annexes

the Statue so real it seems ready to move .

film's light, but acquires video's quality of light and color, its

Borealis, in its reference to the ephemeral lights that embell-

unique image processes . Video here also takes the part of erivi-

ish a horizon with a Most illusory presence, suggests that a

ronmental sculpture, drawing, like artists' attention to rocks and

theory of video installation might think through the phenolne
nology of space and specularity from a deconstructive angle, For

earth mounds, a relation between an external environment and a
THE
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if the monitor roots the image in its presence as part of an appa-

be adjusted for fauvist effects, scan processing can warl) a figure

ratus, an installation such as Borealis plays on the doubling and
and
suggestion .
splitting of the image as nonpresent, as illusion

switching can simulate cubist multiplicity of perspective . If photo-

META - ART PROJEC -FS

through its reproductive capacities, video is shown to be an

A number of the VaSUIkas' videotapes engage the history of the
arts in a critical and self-reflexive manner, either as a comment on
art history, as in

Golden Voyage (1973),

or as an appropriation of

music history, as in The Commission (1983) .

Golden Voyoge

repli-

cates The Gill Legend (1956), a Ren6 Magritte painting of loaves of
Suspended
bread
in the sky, but places the loaves in motion, drifting across the screen . Arrested movement, displacement of objects
from their "proper place," and the inversion of literary metaphors
manna
through their Visual literalization (floating bread as
from
heaven) are what make the Magritte Surrealist . The reproduction
of MagriLte through a playful refigUration suggests that video is
automatically surrealist, as it is able to electronically dissect the

forward from the picture plane like a Dortateho bas-relief, rapid
graphy became an important stage in the history of art in part
eClUally Significant device in its ability to reproduce nOn-LUChdian
geometries, differentiated image planes, and a selection of surface
texture and color.
The implication of this incorporation of art history into
the VaSUIkas' video, if read strongly, can be a reevaluation of
the relationship between art and history not unlike Michel
Foucault's conception of discursive formations, in which history operates through the decentralized dynamics of implicit
rule .'; that govern disciplinary discourses . The Vasulkas' reference to specific painters similarly rehistoricizes art in terms of
rules or regulations that can be programmed into the video
apparatus . Art history becomes spatialized in the process, with

picture plane, literalize the movement, and accentuate the collage-

each period and style reconceived in terms of boundaries an([

like presentation of objects set against imaginary grounds . The
and
instantaneous multiplicity of imagery produced by keying

toricized, as Fredric Jameson argues occurs in postmodernist

switching in video performs as the automation of a modernist art
inovement . 1 :1 Similarly, Oi~jilol linages Suggests the fractured
imagery of analytic Cubism, or at the level of pixel organization, the
Pointillism of Georges Seurat . These works dernonstrate that video
and
all styles
can be programmed to aUtornaticaliy replicate any
of representation throughout art history, not as simple reproduction but as an elemental reworking.
Unlike predigital photography whose automatically replicative
capacities were firnited to copying the original work, video first
made it possible to recreate the processes or effects of image con
struction by breaking into the image surface through electronic
reconstruction of the signal . Each and every point on screen can be
reworked in relation to the others . Handcrafted techniques can be
instantaneously imitated on various image sources . A colorizer can

internal orflanization . Yet the material does not become dehisconceptions of art .'' Rather, the manner of intervention in history is reformulated .
Woody continues this process of spatializing history in his
recent narrative works, which may appear at first to be unrelated
to previous concerns . In The Commission (1)1 . 13), an incident from
music history legend becomes the source of narrative and formal
(level o pine nt, NiccoI6 Paganini acted as go-between for a newspaper editor's commission of a piece by Hector Berlioz . The
recounting of this tale in video unavoidably suggests the conteinart funding in the United States and the
porary problems of
process by which a panel of artists or experts evaluate competing
grant proposals for public or private funding agencies . Paganini's
virtuoso violin performances, however, resonate with Steina's past
training and performances on the violin, as well as with the
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operatic form of The Commission, The past is situated at a bal-

that narrative film uses to frame and legitimize the past . It also

ancing point between personal memory arid public history . This

opens the possibility that a sense of history can emerge out of a
different presentation of the icons of history, though here much is

COlIjUlICtioll OCCUrs in the desert, with European characters disand
placed
relocated to the landscapes of the Southwest . The
desert seems to function as a metaphor for Arnerica as zero-point

dependent on the spectator bringing to the text both points of reference all(] active critical engagement .

of historic traditions, an imaginary antithesis of Europe, as it does
in Jean BaLidrillard's America . I ,) As immigrants, Steina and Woody

MACHINE SENOFR

Vasulka seem to share elements of Baudrillard's vision of America .
Yet history is not absent . but refigured . Using video as the form of

During their artistic careers, Steina and Woody Vasulka have proand
duced and signed their work both collaboratively
as

inscription selected for this new historical opera allows for the tra-

individuals . Their individually named pieces allow, in part, a con-

dition of the spectacle to be reinscribed as a text of sound and

centration on gender that now inflects previous concerns with

image . The desert is therefore also a place where history call be

percel)tUal-COgnitive effects, tool reading, and landscape . In Lihill,

freshly reexamined, where displacement works to overturn the

The Brotherhood, and In the Land of the Elevator Girls (1989), geli-

myths surrounding performing artists . Art history need not be all

der becomes a figure through which to rethink the positioning of

embrace of the cult of personality, but a reflection on the historical

the subject in an electronic context .

trans f ormation of forms and a Study of how art is commissioned by

The performance of acLions in Steina's video work often hints

forces that involve both the personal history of the artist and the
history that surrounds him or her,

at self-portrait and autobiography, hints so subtle that they

Art and history are similarly reconfigured in the 1987 work Art

and the instrument she plays (the violin) . In Lilith (pi . 16), these

of Memory (1)] . 15), which evokes the iconographic heritage of

hints are replaced by a reference to inyth that augments this

World War 11 in the form of film clips, among which are films from
UFA, the German national film industry, and newsreels from the

indirect self-revelation . Here Steina attempts to infuse tier considand
erable vocabulary of image processing
tier unique sense of

Spanish civil war. The films are displayed as strips of images sus-

rhythm with metaphors garnered tlll- OLlgll a InythOlOgiCal dIld

pended in the desert, laced through the dynamically fluid shapes

literary reference,

and multiple frames that digitized video can create within the.
and
fantasy, the desert

wilds of the Southwest are not so much background as overlay,

Tile "Lilith" of the tape's title is a fascinating fii!Ure ill Rld~d(myth, with antecedents in Egyptian, Babylonian, and Greek CLIRLVC,
and
Where She, under different nanies
manifestations, appears as

interposed in tension with these haunting iniages from the past .

a she-denion who seduces husbands and either bears demon chil-

The desert here echoes its use in The Commission, as an absence

dren with them or kills tile children issued from their official

of history that frames historical material, filinic material .

marriage . In sonic versions she is beautiful, in others a hideous

video screen . A landscape of displacement

depend exclusively oil the locations chosen, iniages of the artist,

Woody's work primarily shows tile haunting Of images that

lion-like monster, In the Talmudic period Lilith is the first wife of

can't be entirely worked through or forgotten, as well as the ironies
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Of Our fascination with v1sual power . It introduce .,, an intense Sub

Adarn (a transformation of tier Greek figuration as another wife of
Zeus) . In Jewish inyth, she remains a fh!,Ure ill cabalistic and, later,

jectivity, beyond the flashback's controlled Subjectivity of history

Hassidic Judaism, where she fl.111('0011, to
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embody

an evil spirit

against which an amulet, a Kimpeseflel in Yiddish, bearing Hebrew
prayers will suffice to save the birth of a child, and later protect the
child's bedroom . 11 i
a
contemporary feminist point of
The appeal of Lilith from
view is as an image of fernale power, one perhaps doomed historically to be seen as threatening and a demonic force . Steina
creates in Lifith her work most directly accessible to ferninist
analysis, and one in which she collaborates with another woman,
Doris Cross, who embodies Lilith .

Layers of imagery using the familiar analog processes of a
keyer create the image of a portrait against a landscape which

we take to be the Lilith of the title (fig . 10) . The portrait inlage
Occupy a "foreground," but is in fact layered images
appears to
of more than one carnera view. Positive and negative images are

superimposed, each representing -At tim(_~s a sli g htly different tem
poral or spatial articulation . The keying allows one portrait miage
to bleed through the other. Thus the layers of this Lilith portrait
are both separate and fused with each other, existing in the visual

space of the other that recalls Picasso's later, so-called decoratiVC Cubist portraits, such as Girt before a Mirror (19:32) and Seated

Womaii (1938), which superimpose and blend, more straightforand frontal views of the
wardly than in analytical Cubism, profile
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model . The landscape "background" is also complexly articulated, for when Lilith is at first pictured in front of it, the woods
appear to bleed through the keying in both portrait layers . Later

these images of woods appear as independent passages of trees
,alone between each "act" of Lilith's performance . Still frarnes

and shifting focus, plus the ghostly doubling of branch n1oveinent, create abstract rhythms to these alternating separate
passages .
The videotape presents five separate segments of Lilith's performance . First, she seems a conjuring
I WitCh, SUggestively
conducting a magically invisible orchestra, her clapping emphasizing the hint of a casting of spells . Next she begins tier acts of
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Much of the refuse in The
Brotherhood comes from Los

enunciation . Her face irl ICIOU 1A c-cain era view creates here two distinct ternporalities with more discrepancy between frontal and

Alai-nos, near where the Vasulkas now live, an(] embodies traces of

profile views, as her head turns and lips Fl1OVe Out Of SY11C With

the Cold War.Table I displays plotting devices, originally Used, pre

her voice . Her lines are elect ronically processed sounds, inverted

suinably. t o map military interceptions ; these become a metaphor
unrecognized
for the
violence that is implicit in Western philosophy's desire to know, UnC011SCiOUSly drive]] by the will to power,

temporally to emerge as primat grunts . In the third segment, her
hands prominently gesture with lier enuriciations, while ill the
fourth she clearly begins to say "no ." The fifth segment elaborates

7he Brotherhood is a reminder that the genealogy of the internet

this "no," by combining it with her head-shaking in a most lion-

leads back to the Defense Department's ARPANFT, originally

like display of a waving marie . Altered images of tree motion seem

designed as a Military COMMUnications system that Could survive

to make a Visual allusion to the SWOOSIling Sounds of Lilith's incan-

it HILICIcar attack . After the Oklahoma City bombing, the effects Of

tational articulations . Spirit, witch, lioness, the Lilith of Jewish
mythology here joins her nordic sister spirits, goddesses of the
woods and sea, tree spirits, and mermaids .
blith can be seen its an ocle to the beautifully aged, dynamic

female face . It also generates a dynarnic an(] suggestive poetics of
Visual elements and referential traces . Abstract aspects of iniage

timing and composition are allowed to accrue meanings that annex
those that are more. literary and mythic, without ever becoming
mere illustration . The suggestive poetics here remain focused oil
the power of video elements within the composition .
Woody's 7he Brotherhood (pls . 7-8) similarly inflects previOUS

concerns with the issue of gender, In one sense, The Brotherhood
continues the examination of how supposedly neutral machines
incorporate Western logic all([ Cultural history, extending tile
reading of tools from Mgiful Images and Theater of 11ybrid
Auloinata. As with 7he Commission and Art of Memory, arl 'ideological analysis is woven into artistic niaterials . In the past, the
Vasulkas have gathered surplus parts from across the United
States to incorporate into their olectronic projects, remotivating
devices found in government and commercial warehouses for
the purpose ,; of art . Pie Brotherhood inverts this process to
foreground the military context as the source of much of the
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machinery that now surrounds US, speculating on the kind of intelligence that is built into these devices.
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militarized knowledge have becorne niore obvious, as the violence
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once directed outward toward external enemies becomes redirected inward, toward U .S. society itself. Yet Woody represents
the violence implicit in human innovation and intelligence with
some sympathy and irony .
Significantly, 77ze Brotherhood represents this conjunction of
violence and machines in gender terms . In the discourse ., that
surround machine intelligence or the "emergent properties of
complex dynarnical systems," I` it is often male intelligence and
properties that are assumed to be inherent in the machine. implicit
in this installation is a question about the retooling of male identity. Can a post-nationalist society learn to negotiate aggressivity
anti violence, which seem somehow disturbingly linked to innovation, without dissolving into self-destruction?
issues in a comic and
Steina reconfigures sorne of these same
cross-cultural context . Visual jokes that suggest a critical coinmentary on the function of ritual in Japanese Culture punctuate In
the Land of the Elevator Girls (pl . 17) . The title and opening images
of the work refer to the women hired by large .lapanese department
store chains not only to run the elevators (which are now automated) but to greet passengers entering and leaving these
transportation devices, In smaller buildings these greetings are
sometimes offered by recorded voices -the elevator itself speaks
its welcoming and departing greetings,
In the videotape, we see these employees in opening shots
that economically present three examples of the rituals in different
stores, identifiable not only by the differently designed elevators,
but by different uniforms on the wornen. The most startling in the
series is the second, in which women who appear to be identical
twins perform their greetings on either side of an open elevator
door, shot at an angle from the interior looking out . Their matching hair and physiognomy augment the uncanny uniformity of
outfit and gesture . Then in the third elevator shot, the opening is
both a joke and a Surprise, Our attendent entreats Our departure
into a roaring volcano that has been electronically imposed on

the right half of the image (fig. 11), Then the "actual" elevator
sequences of the tape return, with a view of an employee offering
greetings in the public space of the store, but the image splays
out the elevator wall by grabbing segments of the frame . Timedelay Couples with internal repetition to create an irnage of space
like an unfolding paper fan.
What is established in Steina's rapid-fire jokes on ritual and
irnage is a complex relationship between social observation and
and the imagi
commentary on one hand, and video processing
nation it affords on the other. The elevator openings seem to
fascinate precisely through their relationship to video wipes
across the screen, A comparison is being drawn between the way
in which elevators are devices that open onto space in repetitious
the
intervals, filled with potential discoveries and surprises, and
video artist as tourist in Japan, discovering and uncovering its
sights as potential video images .
From here we move to an electronically processed "elevator
door"-one that looks like a constructivist design in shiny steel,
parting at a band in the center of the image . It opens successively
on a series of spaces that extend a visual pathway ([own the center of the screen: a zoom forward on a CUrved bridge in the rain, a
more rustic covered walkway (town which a gardener walks,
Images of conveyances and performances then follow : an escalator
Coming LIP from a deep subway, a glass exterior elevator at the corner of a Ginza building lit in its night neon, a Shinto ritual, and an
avant-garde performance edged in neon and featuring VR-type goggles. These glimpses view Japan in its compositional propensities
of visual elegance, spectacle, and ritual, frarning, so to speak, the
elevator employees in their cultural context .
It is not to thern that the work returns at the end, but to the
commercial spaces of department stores, restaurants and hotels,
now revealed by elevator doors and electronic wipes combined .
The videotape has secured its trope of wipe/door opening as an
image in a certain sense beyond the play of metaphor ; video wipes
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and elevator doors are aCtUalizect in this work as mutually interdependent . The videotape is light an([ moving at the sarne time ; it
serious joke oil space and temporal change, on architectonics and
the state of Japanese cultural flux .
.Just as electronic wipes and mechanical doors become interdependent in a single trope, so hurnan behavior and mechanical
repetition become entwined in all automated environment . The
elevator girl is in a sense like the video artist, il]Vitll -lg the pLIb1iC
to cross boundaries into different spaces . The consequence is a
series of gendered thresholds, opening onto sometimes wildly disjunctive and even surreal possibilities, as natural phenomena and
cultural practices erupt Within alltOlIlatiOrl .

5 0itoted iii ""Imidy and S[vina Vasulka : Front Feudl)ack tu I'Agalfini,` illtervit~w by
MaLin Wilson and Jackie Mele .~a~ Arflifies (May 1981) - 10
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delilailds of Iligh-defillitioll television ~ I IDTV) alid dii~ital colillectivity ill Beill", /)~gaal
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12 . Medieval cosmology iniagined astrological influences as a rlll.18i(:~ll reSOMMUC Of

Throughout this essay we have attempted to see the Vasulkas'
work not only as the product of their intentions or as trails blazed
by two video pioneers, but as works which become increasingly
intriguing ill light of contemporary theories of the image, writing,
and perception .
MethOdS Of teXtUal all([ Cultural analysis rework
unifying
preconceived notions of the artist as a central
force that
controls his or tier work . Instead, artistic work acts as a dynarnic
intersection of multiple and even conflicting ideas, deeply connected to the world . If approached through an active reading,
these texts call teach us how to understand some of the complex
processes Of Cultural change that they embody .

th<, heavens' orbital splicres with the litiman smbject~ ifAlh , ision's viNtial spheres recall
Such all integrative %wheille, they Alm) displace it .
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refemices : in Shakespeare . Grwthe . Rosetti . and later in Gworgfe McDonald . C . S. Lewis .
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Notes on Installations :

From Printed Matter
to Noncentric Space

WO(--]E)Y VASULKA

Initially I looked at video installations with a great deal of suspicion . I was a man of Printed Matter. I used to believe strongly in
the powers of the immaterial image, in those cognitive units of
energy organized in time . I believed that the time had come to do
away with the gallery, as the last of the oppressive control of art .
And I certainly belonged to the group that Jonas Mekas at the end
of the 1960s called the "tribe that worships electricity." So, what
is this current obsession of mine with making "TV furniture" in
museums and galleries?
It may seem ironic that in constructing my new installations,
such as Theoter of Hybrid Autoinata (1990) and The Brothet-hood
(1994-96), 1 arn filling the space with objects of a menacing charac
ter. My backyard junk pile contain .-, some remarkable pieces . The
device at the heart of Theater of Hybrid Autoinuta was once a celestial navigator, a double cylinder with optics and sensors to keep
the instrument locked to the polar star, Obviously this was a piece
of military hardware, designed to drop its deadly cargo somewhere
in terrestrial space. The questions Where arn P Where am I going?
and How am I getting there? are encoded in intercept plotting

tables, gyro-heads of missiles, tracking devices,

and

other opto-

mechanical junk . Now these devices idle in the junk fields of the
and
Southwest, their electronic nervous systems, their hydraulic
pneumatic networks, ripped apart, bleeding .
When I reached an impasse in my work with the cinematicelectronic frame, I turned my attention to this sinister arsenal,
giving it a chance to manifest a different final destiny. I had nei
ther the tools nor the knowledge to continue my narrative quest
in three-dimensional graphics . I had battled the software, and the
machine until I realized that it was my head that needed realigndepth
nient . This may, at least in part, explain the
of my betrayal
of immateriality an([, therefore, the sudden appearance of installations in my recent work .
Of the attempts made. to influence the early formation of nly
ethical code, the one that left the most permanent impression
had to do with money . As Catholic boys in the suburbs of a
Moravian town, we were constantly reminded by the chaplain,
and later by the priest himself, of the dangers of even thinking
about money. Later in school, the socialist doctrine was no less

compelling . It was inconceivable to lust after money in public or

seed a bunch of dubious numbers into my computer, I watch the

within my circle of friends . We looked down on our fathers'

chaos unveil with the same fascination .

attempts to pocket cash with their petty schemes of smuggling

Video came so fast ; it was so new. We all plunge([ into a frenzy

food from the countryside to the city right after the war, when

of handling this hot new stuff called video . There were so many

food was scarce, In OUr youthful utopia, we talked of poetry, modern art, and jazz .

things to learn in a short time : this new picture material, so mys

Fortunately, I could not draw. None of my lines or strokes

SLISpended by a magnetic force on the face of the cathode-ray tube .

would ever resemble a divine connection with the Ultimate, What
remained was writing, poetry, music, and photography. So it was

But there was much more to know : the nature of image elements ;
the waveforms, their unity and exchangeability with sound, their

out of my ineptitude that I formed an ethical bond with the concept

MLItUal affinities and interactions ; the craft of creating wavefornis

of Printed Matter. I was committed to the universality of the replic-

into primitive aesthetic units, which Would survive the critical

able template, to all codes conceived in an immaterial context, in

scrutiny of art .

terious and seemingly untouchable, these frames, "drawn" and

a total privacy of time and space, to everything that had to do

Analog video was just the beginning . By the mid-1970s, with

with facilitating the metaphysical flow of ideas, the most powerful

the aid of the Digital Image Articulator (built with Jeffrey Schier),

tool of utopia . All Of this Without the charade of a museum or
gallery, without the seduction of the bourgeois, to whom Or to

I was peering into an entirely different, completely unfamiliar
but
even more intriguing- window . The process of constructing a

what even the most incorruptible sooner or later fall prey. And
video'! This is Printed Matter par excellence! It was a simple tech-

digitally organized screen is one of the most exciting experiences
hidden
I can remember . I watched as a linear array of numbers

nicality to embrace this ideal, the abstract template of electronic

somewhere in a computer came out orderly, constructing point by

n-tedia, duplicable, self-publishable . Without any social status,

point a visual, cognitive, perceptual unit-a frame . This point-

without having to play the entertainer, clown, or fool, an author,
well-hidden in the labyrinth of his mind or in his StUdiO, Could SLICI-

by-point progression of frame construction is accomplished by

denly reach out to the world .

next line, the binary counter steps into the next numerical
scheme . This goes forward again and again with the same assur-

In making films, I dreaded the bombastic, public phase . As a
man
shy, young
I found everything associated with public rituals

the mere addition of the number one. To start COnStYUCting the

ance as the sun rising each morning .

intimidating . My pleasure was to edit film . This intimate protocol

Even more dramatic was the realization of the intrinsic clual-

of joining two parts to build a far higher meaning,! SUited tile teni-

ity of the code that creates the electronic frame . Not only do the

perament of the practicing poet I considered myself to be .

Counters transform computer memory into the territory of the

With video, I became an instant voyeur. When I made video

screen, each carries an actual image property : the expression of

feedback for the first time, I would step back, watch, and then qui-

point/inia.ge, the number representing brightness or color -a tiny

etly slip out of the room, knowing that the feedback was still there,
and
that it was alive and improving itself each moment,
that it was
and
getting more and more complex
robust . I understood the con-

part of the image itself . And that's not all . Deep in the heart of

sequences this could have on the rest of my life . Even now, when I

changing strategies . The drama comes from watching each line

every computer there is the "legendary" Central Processing Unit
(CPLf) . Through it, everything could be reorganized with infinitely

being drawn, each frame as a narrative
assembly. No wonder I was transfixed by
this kind of television .
Paradoxically, that experiencing of
the code becarne instrumental in terniinatiiig my interest in the iniage as frame. .
Although the convenience of a frame is
used to pass oil an iconic. shorthand, I
finally realized that the radically new is
[lot in the invention of a new image or
even in a new set of syntactic devices as
I had expected, but in the forin of a gift
offered to us by the machine : a new aFid
undefined representation of space,
Cinematic space operates oil two
opposite narrative vectors . If space is
represented by a sphere, the first set of
narrative vectors look-, at the point in the
very center of all possible angles . The
other, the opposite set of vectors, looks
at the surface of this irnaginary sphere.
from a center point oil the inside-again,
an infinite choice, For pragmatic reasons,

.AA

cinerna chooses a largely reduced set of
vectors .

The

reduction of cinematic

space is related to the StriCtUres of practical access to all these locations by

hhhhWhIM.-

physical means, such as the constraints of horizontahty and verticality of tile environment, earth gravity, and other physical

P~wuRi

12

Wood), Vasulka

OFIIYURM AVJOMATA lww

conditions of space . Above all . the limits (if selecting the set of

LWM~

cineinatic vectors depends oil the implementation of concepts of
psychologically dominant hurnan viewpoints . Cinematic Space
the
thus represents a significant reduction of
potential exploitatioii
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of the available Zoiles of all-directional Space .
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There is no convincing or practical
method to transpose the filmic world of
light and shadow into the world of the
computer . i t is indeed this generic incompatibility, this artificial condition, that is the
subject of my interest . I see film becoming a
ClYSfUnctional and alien element in the new
dig
gital space . The primary concept of the
new space is expressed by the Continuity
necessary to represent FIRIltidimensimial
image/objects . Once constructed, the scene
1)(2COMeS a ',Lll)j( .C.t of recall, held inclefi-

nitely in the computer memory with all its
the
previOLIS COnditiOI)S O)tZK7t, iIICILIdiFI!
continuity of all surfaces, eqUally significant
an(] accessihle froin all directions . This is
unlike film, where once the frame has; been
constructed and shot, space continuity is
routinely discarded .
Furthermore, digital

space

has no

generic method for looking at tho world in
the way that a camera does through its
pinholeflens apparatus . Di!ital space is
constructed space, in which each conipolient, aspvct' concept, and surface must he
dethied mathematically. At the saine time,
the world inside a COIIII)Llte.r is but a model
of reality as if seen through the eye of a
synthetic carnera, inseparahle front the
Fl( ;L,RF.

tradition of film . Yet, in this context, no

13 Woody Vasidka working on 71/F HROMER11001) . Table 1 199S

viewl)ojjiL is ever discarded . the internal
space is open to a continuous rearrangement . and access to a selection of views and
narrative vectors is infinite, not only to the
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author, but also, with the use of certain strategies, to the viewer.
and organizes a digital space, the
Once the author constructs
viewer can enter into a narrative relationship with it . A shot in
film indicates a discrete viewpoint . Its narrative purpose is to eliminate other possible views . In contrast, the world in the computer
contains the infinity of undivided space, undissected by the viewpoints of narrative progression . In the world of the machine, all
of narrative vectors are offered in an equal, non-l ierarchical
way, The machine is indifferent to the psychological conditioning
of a viewpoint . All coordinates of space are always present and
available to the principles of selected observation,
The new space offered by the computer is a "noncentric"
space with no coordinates . One must cross the threshold of the
the
filinic or
electronic frame an(] fully enter this new space . As in
the primordial forest, all directions are equally new, equally imporand
tant
challenging . And in this forest, the event becomes the
narrative drive . Is it the sign of danger that might have caught our

completely in the COMPUter memory (including the reflections
of the environment on its surface), one can walk around this virtual objo2ct by holding a portable LCD screen, looking and
observing the virtual version of (lie object . Through a positional
tracking device attached to the computer, the screen becomes
the inedion) between the object and the observer, Any change in
the angle of the observer's screen will force the computer uleill-

ory to reposition the virtual object on that screen . The real and
the virtual are in mutual embrace . To me, this presented a clear
demonstration of the second set of narrative vectors of cinema
performed virtually and in action, These were clearly the opposite vectors to those of my looking-out device . This time I saw
space staring into a point .
the

The dual concept of the project of Theater of HybridAutorncitaand its virtual
actual physical construction of space

representation through the computer-is performed in a strict
positional interlock, so that any change in the physical is accom-

attention? Is it the clue left by the predecessor on the forest floor'?

panied by a change in the virtual . The common engine of the

Is it the sound of the falling tree? Not all the events appeal just to
our instincts . Inevitably we bring to the new space our cultural

defined by the robotic devices, and the graphic representation of

knowledge, Our intellectual curiosity Although the author will prescribe the event, more than ever we become partners in his play .
Meater of Hybrid Automata (pi, ~)) is a direct result of a discourse between my understanding of traditional cinematic space
and a newly emerging digital space . To chart the first set of vec
tors, I built a camera head capable of being aimed at any location
in space from a fixed point . This elegant version of space exploration should have been a simple project for a computer. Instead,
I entered a long and cumbersome period of constructing this
physical apparatus,
Again, I had no elegant solution to express the second set of
vectors . Jeffrey Shaw brought a brilliant solution to my dilemma
in a work titled Golden Calf (n)(M) by using a hand-held monitor
with a positional tracking device . By constructing an object

computer gives the coordinates to both the physical space, as
the three-dimensional world . For the first time in my work, the
irnatles provide a purely referential function . The prerecorded spatial icon represents a mere allegory of space, and the numbers
are simply consCClUential symbols of incremental values . Like the
voice reading the terrestrial alignments from the perimeter of the
compass, the significance of the images is reduced to their function as indexes . They no longer compete for all-out dramatic
attention . Perhaps then the liberated viewer has the opportunity
and
polyto contemplate events suspended in a web of polytopic
chronic narrative stratifications .
Hence, Theater of Hybrid Automata gave me a chance to reflect
Continuum
on several questions of space . First, there is the space
known limits . I have carved from it a type of
raging On Without
house
with floor, walls,
weather converting unit I call my studio-a
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and roof, Inside I built the physical construction -the cube as an
abstract, dramatic space . The lines of this construction are
straight, linear, extraordinarily rational . Next, in my computer, I
constructed a representational form of this local space in the
form of a three-dimensional graphic spherical icon, rendered with

Barbara's Events in the Elsewhere (19w) . It was in that experiment
that the video/coniputer installation of Theaterof Hybrid Automolu
was first configured . I had experimented with interactivity

inside (fig . 12) .

and vocalized commands using the Musical Instrument Digital

Curvature of the earth . Beyond earth is true space, where nothing
is linear, nothing horizontal or vertical . In space, there is

110

up or

(]own, no roads, Surfaces, tunnels, or narrative pathways, no
shadow to shield the spirits .
The presentation of the installation in the shell of a gallery
indicates the first level of localized Cartesian space . As the cam-

it]

voice

Interface (MIDI) code . The MIDI code already carries the basic
musical protocol, one that corresponds to the level of my need to
control other media devices . Art initial experimentation involved
robotics and other media controlled by a MIDI code, Later I
expanded this interface to a laserdisc player.
I had intended to build a fully responsive permanent interactive environment, but instead I found my efforts centering around
building a series of tables titled The Brotherhood (fig . 13) . The inter

era scans the targets, the words generated by the machine name

activity in Table III is designed to involve the random visitor in

the landmarks that surrounded the apparatus at its conception in

the gallery . While I approached this piece with a broad mandate
for risk-taking, in the end I [imited all possibilities to a few satc

the Southwest . In the next step of its performance, the machine
addresses the extended terrestrial space by Calling OUt the global
markers of north, south, east, and west . The third level evokes the

options, In principle, the installation performs its preprogrammed
aucho/video cycle ; the overall composition progresses as a single.

confrontation of the experience of local and terrestrial space with

time line unless the audience intervenes . The visual concept is

a graphic representation of space in the moving three-dimensional

based on a single light beam, split and redirected to the six coor-

graphic icon .
I see Theater ol'Hybrid Automata as an apparatus that is
conscious of space . The basic cyclical ritual of the machine, the
process of calibration is a phenomenon performed at each and
every moment whenever a machine charts its future, Perhaps it
is complementary to our own human experience . From the
rnornent of awakening, our mind begins the search for its identity,
its alignment to time, the shape of a room, a street, a city. Finally,

FROM

stage first realized in the design of a performance of loan La

a slightly transparent skin and with small referential objects
Outside tile Cubic Construction in the studio is the terrestrial
world, bound to the surface of the globe and unable to escape the
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In the late 1980s I entered the world of interactive performances through experimentation with media on an interactive

dinates Of a Cube . At the walls of the imaginary cube, there are
six translucent screens, showing the projected images on both
sides of the screens .
In Tohle 111 (1)], 7) the interactive laserdisc program is accessed
via the audio COMI)ODent, either through a microphone or a drum
pad . The MIDI code, extracted from the pitch ot the voice, searches
a location on the laserdisc . It just so happens that the human voice
contains a wealth of musical overtones, and the device is more than

the way in which this assembly of objects, systems, and events

happy to interpret them on a tonal register and to activate "jumps"

behaves may help to trace some points Of its original intent : to

in the laserdisc sequence . The other aUdiO channel is a sensor mon-

cleconstruct, analyze, and describe the basic behavioral pattern of

itoring the intensity of a drum beat . The assignment is linear-the

a techno-aesthetic system .
PRINTED

MATTER

TO

NONGENTRIC

softer the beat, the slower the movement of the laserdisc images,
SPACE

the harder the beat, the faster their movement . A third sensor
detects the presence of people in the space . If nothing moves in the
environment for a while, the installation goes to "sleep ."
As could be expected, the audience splits into two main categories : those who are active, interested in probing the installation,
and those who observe, hesitant to join in . The core of active par

ticipants is drawn to playing the drum, paying little attention to
the change in image they have produced . The microphone seems
more intimidating . LOLICITIeSS is usually preferred ,, the participation
escalates to a fren7y, followed by an abrUpt departure .
For me, the benef it of the interactivity goes tothe true voyeurs
and
observing . Here is the
who are detached front the situation
moment of reflection . impossible to experience while engaged,
audience? I have come to realize
But what did I expect from the
that I do not fully trust my audience . I do not give them the tools
and the power of composition-1 only allow thern intervention . In
fact, I recall watching viewers interact with this work with a great
(lea] of resentment at how its "whole" was being chopped into
meaningless parcels .
On the. other hand, the pictorial and acoustical material of
Tuble Nis abrnpt and violent in nature . The continuous and aggressive motion forward is designed deliberately to place the viewer

FIGURE.

H Woody Vasulka

77n..'AITY OF HYBRII) A UTOMATA 1 1~)!)o
Video still

in the seat of the projectile, I purposefully stripped all possible

associations with a narrative, encouraging the audience to intervene at will and to pursue suggestions made by the author to play
the violence of 77te
In both

Brotherhood.

Theater

of

Ilybrid Autoinala and Pie

Brotherhood,

I

attempt to transform a cubical Cartesian space into a dramatic space
14) . In performance, the machine and the sensors under its interna[ communication protocol represent the first stage of a narrative
and their
probe . There COUld he many steps between these models
transformation into the fully reali7ed concept of an electronic stage .
To convincingly operate such a dramatic space, a certain num-
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activating events in a dramatic space must be present . They must
be capable of interrogating or reporting on the status and changes
in the space, correcting and navigating trajectories of gestures and
other events, and initiating changes in space . The success of operdepends
ating such a space
upon certain qualities of the sensorial
matrix- its density its ability to discriminate the spatial coordinates, and its updating of time/sarnples to achieve the necessary
dynamic resolution .
This new space offers a noncentric space with no known
coordinates . Accordingly, no singular narrative pathway is feasible.
The author is like an ancient guide with his instincts and worn-out
charts, no more secure and surefooted than the viewer.
At least one aspect of thinking about the new space and the
role of the gallery has come under revision in my mind . It is
becoming clear that the real world has become hostile to any
notion of utopian experimentation . The dream of the moderns, to
abolish the shrines of art and finally art itself, has moved closer
to an abSUrd reality, though for an entirely different set of reasons . One may say the current state far exceeds the dangers of
the bourgeois envisioned by the moderns . But even now, when I
contemplate my allegiance with the gallery, am I able to Utter my
sincere apology? My social code is hopelessly arrested, without
evolution or the constant vigor of revisions and contemplation .
Somehow I have trusted the dynamics of time, and have believed
in the adventure of technology as an automatic and purifying
process in itself .
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This work wa~ produced with tire scan processor
Bill
deSigr[ed by Steve K(Ltl and
1 : tra, wid the
[nulti-keyer and the fliplflop switcher
'
desigived
by George Brown
San Frww,c, Mos,wn ,f W Iva? Art, Curnifle ill und
Wiflialli S . Moodhcw Pla"I

11
Woudy Vasulkii

ARDEACTS i! ;so
')'2 minutes, color, somid

This work was I)r0dUCed Will) the Digital Imagc
Woody VaSUlka
Articulator desigitt(l by
and Jeffrey Scllier~
San Frejurisco Museum o0fodern Art, Camille W aad
William S Broudbent Farld

36 minutes, color, sound
With Daniel Nagrin, Klein. Voice: Doris Cross.
Collaboration : Brddford Smith, Penelope Place,
Steina, and David Aubrey.
'['his work was produced with the Digital Image
ArtiCUlator designed by Woody Vastilka aird Jeffrey
Schier, and tire scan processor designed by Steve
Rutt and Bill Vita .
Sun Proncisco Musenin ~ ;f)Woderu Art, Accessions
C .0M,,"0(,e k.1111d

13
Woody Vasolka

THE COMMISMON

m)8 :i

40 m1111111PS . color, sound
Text and character of Pagarlini: Ernest Gusella.
of Berlij) .'L Robert Ashley.
Text and character
With Cos~tno Cor~ano, Ben Harris, Au(Irea Harris .
PiWid OSSIMIll St~lge design : Bradford Smith.
Canlera7 Steloa, Videolapc editor : Peter Kirby.
This work wa~ pioduced with the DigUal linage
Artic~Aalor (tesigned by %M)ody Vaslilka and Jelfrey
Schiet . the scan processor designed by Steve Rutt
and Bill Etra, the flipiflop switcher designed ljy
George Brown, and t1 le VO(Lo(jer ck , sigiwd by
Harald Bode .

16

steiria

LILITH iqm-,
') lnillk.lteS, C0101' . SOIM(i
With Doris Cross.
This work was produceit with the E'AB Video [,all
designed by Bill Hearn.
San Fraacl." ,o Wu~varn o(Modern Art . ( wadle W. wal
IlMium S 8~uuclberll hwd

17

Sein rrcjn(~sco AM-wi of Modern Art, Camille W and
Wiffiam .5 Broadhwil Fund

Steina

14

4 mirlutes . colol, sound
Hiis work was produced with the LAB Video I .ab
designed by Bill Hearn .

Steina
VOICE WINDOWS

i!)m

8 lllinllte~, color, sound
Voice~ loao La Barhai it .
*['his work was prodticed Li,~ing Ilrescan processor
designed by Sieve Run in(] Bill Etra and the EAB
Vider) Lab designed by Bill Hearn.
Son I ~ j ~ ~Wifli. . . . . . li

~, i

hg-i

i ofollodem Art, Camille W. and
flmd

i~ . . .. . .Mew

IN THL' LAND OF THE ELEVATOR

GIRLS

Sori
of .-Vo(h ,ru Art, Camilic W aud
lVilliam .5. Bruadbew hind

i~)mq

Oilb. , those ci(kritupes that are cornpicle and exraill ate
included here Running titries for installations indicate
the length of a rape shown orl a corilimfous c.l. cle

STEINA AND WOODY VASULKA
VIDEOTAPES

Parliopulion . 19(0-71 .60 min ., b1w
Adagio, 1970, 10 rnin., color
(Mfigratirs, 1970,12 inin ., 1)/w
A., cal, #1 . 1970.7 min ., color
fkuq #22, 1 N0, 7 in i n ., 1)/w
1)(w Cherr V~ 1970 .12 inin . . I)/w (!it collaboration
with Elailie Milosh)
L'uolwion, 1970, 1 G min . . h/w
Inlerface, 1970,3 :30 iiiiii ., 1)/w
Jackie 0irtfs'Firsi Television .Special, 1970,
45 min ., bJw
Soxuluchir?", 1970, ( ; rifin ., h/w
Sketches . 1970,'-~7 min ., 1)/w
D"nes . 1970,6 inin ., b/w
BlackSunrisv, 1971, 21 inin, color
Conlicipoint. 1971 . 3 min ., biw
Discs, 1971, 6 iniii ., b/w
1-.7criwnts . 1971,9 min ., color
Ke vsnoiv . 1971 . 12 min ., color
Sbeipes . 197 1, 11 inin ., li/w

Swun Luko, 1971, 7 ruin ., 1)/w
Distant Activities, 1972, G) irrin ., color
Soundprints, 1972, endless loops, color
Spaces 1, 19 72, 15 ni in ., h/w
Spaces 2, 19 72, 15 in i ii ., b/w
( ;olefer? Voydgv, 1973, 28 min ., color
Home, 1973, 16 inim, color
Uxwbulvry, 1973 . 5 snin ., color
1-2-3-1. 1974 . 8 min ., color
Heraldic Vivu), 1974, 5 inin ., color
Noisefields, 1974 . 13 inin . . color
Solo R)r-? . 1971, 5 min ., color
Soutidgared tinuges, 1974, 10 min ., color
Color
Soimdsi--4 , . t974~ 5 Mill .,
'rvic. 1974, 5 min ., color

STEINA AND WOODY VASULKA
1Nr,TALLATIL3r-4S

,11aiij%, 1970-72 . multhnoriLtor video and SOLLIld
installation . niany versions . b/w
Continuous Video Enuironment, 1971 . multichannel
iiislallalion, h/w
Pie West [ciirly version), 1972,3-charinel installation, 20
mill- b/W
F1114MROW01 .

1974, DILIftichannel installation,

h/W

Fcce, 1987,2-charriel iiistallatio[L . 4 min ., color

STEINA
VIDEOTAPES

Lul It Re, 1970, 4 min ., Ww
Violin Power. 1970-78 . 10 11ihI_ 1)/w
From Cheektoweiga to 16nuivanda, 1975,36 min ., color
Signifying Nolhing, H75, 15 min ., b/w
Soulul cuul Fuu, 1975 . 15 rum ., b/w
Orbital Obsessions, 1975-77, revised 1988, 25 min ., b1w
min
Swric 10 .41(witor! Driff~ 1976, 50
., b/w
Flux, 1977,9 iiiiii .. b/w
,Siio1j)e(1 Terpes, 19N, IS min ., 1)/w
Land ofTfawfeu.,, 197 7, 15 in in ., color
Bod, 1979 . 2 min ., color
Slawo, 1979 . h min ., h/w
Gartialoup, 1981), 25 min . . color
Exor, 1980, 4 inin ., color
Selected Tree-crits, 1980, 9 irlin ., color
Urball L'pisodes' 1980 ' 9 111in ., color
SummerSall, 1982, IS min ., color
Voice Windows, 19R(i . A niiii ., color
Liliffi, 1987, 9 min ., color
V0CaliZUfi0fl 017e, 1988, 12 MilL ., color
In the Land of the Flevator Giris. N89 . 4 min ., color
.4 So Desu Ka, 1993, 10 inin ., color

Six N(vemis f'orfelevision . MWrix, Vocabulary
Trumsformations, Objects, Steiria, Dignial Iniages,
1979, 174 inin . total (29 min, each), color
110;earrli offlie ('asfie, 1981 . 1-) juln ., color
Prop?ny. 1981, 19 rinn ., colij) (in collaboralion with
Bradford Smith)

Selected Works

STEINA
I N STA L LAT 10

N S
Aflu"ion, 1976, video installation, inaily versions, b/w
17it1~)Kj, 2-ChMillel Vid(N), ~-CIWIITIVI 501111d
ills tallati oil, 30 mill ., color
Scapes . 1986, 2-01MILICI inStillkItiOll, I S mill ., C(Ilol
Geoniania . 1989~ 2-chann(A installotion, 15 illin ., color
color
Ptolemy, 1990, 4-channel "'Stal]~lhoill '(1
4-chalinel
installation
.
9
itlill
. . rolor
Vo(uli--uliori .s, 1990,
Tokl,,,
1991, 4-cliaant4 installation, 2 :1 inin ., color
Borealis, 1993, 2-uhanrtel video, 4-channel sound
installation, 10111in-color
f!yroglyphs, 199.7), 3-cliannJ vid"), 6-chainiel sound
installation, I ~' 111ill ., k'olol
Recollve
1995 . ~jtq~le-chainicl video, 1-c -timillel
somid in .,tallikl ioii, ~-olor

STEINA
VIDEO PERFORMANCES
Violin Polver, 1 1.491 . 111111hple versions
11yeria Da)~s, 1992, trixiltipli ., versions

WOODY VASULKA
VIDEOTAPES

Fxplanation, 1974, 12 ruin , color
Rerniniscefice, 19M, S ruill ., color
C.Trend, 1974, 10 inin ., color
"I'he Mauer, 1974, 4 win ., color
A) tifacts, 1980 . 22 in in ., color
'171C Commission, 198:3 . 40 nn] I ., color
Ar/ ofillemor~, 1987~ 36 min ., cu~or

WOODY VASULKA
INSTALLATIONS

Theater ofHyl))icl Automata, 1990 . video/conipulur/
~;Mllld i[ISUIlliLtiOn, Color
The Brollk , rhood, 1994-96, C0HIl)UtCT -driven
coristriwHoos

SELECTED

SOLin

ExHiemoN5

(S) indicales Sreina orifY, (W) indicates Wood), em~v
1971
Thc Vasulkas . Max 's Kausas City, New York
Jachie Curtis ' First find .1;ucorld 'I'vicoisiorl ~pt-,Jul, Global
Village, New York
Conlifurous Video Arivir(mrilont, WRAI Free Music Store .
New York
Conlinumis Vi(h, o Fnvironment . .1jidsorl Halt Chuich,
New York
Trommllied Anviummetit. Experimental TvIcvisiou ( :enter,
Biughaintoo, New York
.Wslemalic '~crvvniiws and llerfiirmancvs~ The Kitcliel),
Now York (through 197~)
1973
Golden lovoge, The Kiti, hen, New York
1974
Video L"nunonmeni, Norton Hall, State University of
New York, Boffalo
1- ~om Filin to Video, Anthology Filin Archives, New York (W)
1975
b,'nulmunicia, Cathedral Park . Buffalo, New York
Video b,v flip Vasitihas, The Kitchen, New York

1976

Ailvision . I lallwalls Coiitt- riporary Arts Center, 131-iffa.10 .
New York (S)
Matrix 1, Electronic Mulmals . Everson MU .SeUril of Art,
Syracirso, New York
1978
I,ij .~Ijlk(j .1;tema Machm~ ,
Albright-Kii(r, Art GallerY, Buffalo, New York
Allviswn A r~) .2, Thv Kitcheu, New York (S)
19S2
Alluisior), MUSeL1111 of Art . Carnegie Instinitt', PittSbIlfgh (S)

1983

Dic Commission, Rising ',*,tjii Media (,enter, Santa re (W)
771c Wev, C .B . kvill Galler~, Santa Fe

1984
The kVesl . Centre Georges Pompiclou, Paris
9eiria & WoodY Vasailler Vhh~(Oe .%, MBXA/Cin&doc . Pat-is

SELECTED 13_
1971
Video i

ROUp

EXH181TIONS

Merce Cunningham Studio. New York

Ariva-G(irdo FOStiVaL 69th Regiment Arinory, New York

1985
77~v West, L()ng Beach Muscum of Art anil Exhibit Hall,
Amn! Beach Convention Center Long Beach . California
17w Wvsj, Montevi(luo (,~jljejy. Amster(lain (S)
1986
1- ocus: The Vasullms, Institute of Contemporary Art . Rostoil
~cupes of PorudoxW Thr, .~otllhlvest and kvicifid-Jolmli
Art Museum, Albucluerclut ~,S)
Gallery. Univmily
'

1988

Steirm & Woody vosulka, Hitachi Showroom, Tokyo
f ;vomarua, Vassar Coilqve At I Gallery. Pouglikeepsiv.,
New York
1990
Rvnc ('(rel~jo (~zjllery, Ainsterclain (S)
1992
5wblu & Wooc~y flasulket, Denver Art MUSCLUT1 . Denver
1101?YO rolff . MUSe.11111 of Contcrilporary Art, Helsiriki,
Finlarid IS)

1993

76kio I-bar, Hallwalls Contemporary Arl Cciilvi Ruffalo,
New York (S)
Eour Allaiijuc Center for the Arts, Smyrna Beach,
Florida (S)

'r~,I?yo

1994
0
B( reuli.~ and The Brotherhood 7~th/~ , I//, Los Angeles
'oiiteiriporary ExIiihitions (LACE), Los Angeles
77waler of/h ,brid Automata a116 '17w Brotherhood 'J'able III,
Federal FxhibitioiT I kill . Borin . Germany (W)
Pyrog~vphs . Arixorm Slate University Comptiter Commons
Gallery,Tviiipc (S)
Geoinania . St . LUko Hospilat, Amsterdam (S)
Pyty~q~vphsaiid Boreolis, Rene Codho Gallery. Anisterflant (S)
1995
Video trysiallalions, Cetiler for
~Ylviiia Vasulka : Four
Contemporary Art, Santa Fe (S)

Exhibition History

A ~pccml Videolape Show, Wbimey Muswuni of American
Art, New York
ri"I Video Festiual, The Kitchen, New York
7~ipes ofthe Tribes, Vi(leo Free America, San 1 ' YiU1CiSC(?

1972

Nalionul Video 7iipv 1:eslivol, Minneapoli,~ College of Arl
and Design . Minneapolis
Aratil-Garde, Feslivol, Alexancler Hamilton I ludson River
Boat, South Street Seaport . New York
1973
Circail~ A Vidvo hipilrilhal, Everson Museum of Art,
SyraCUSC . New York
1974
'Ind Internutional CompirterAO I-estival, The Kitvheii, New
York
Ilujage 1"fecir -olliql1e, mus& Wart contemporain, Montreal
cle Vjh'~u
Kirokke //ehv rum 1-estji lal.
:IUC Royale (IC ltVIgi(JUC .
La Cliri~inath6i
'
Kiiokk(, Heist . Belgium
1975
Vielvo iri America, Sonja Henie Onstacl CentQr. Oslo
Vidvo~ The New Ail Medium, The American Center.
Stockholm
Video Arl . Institute of Contemporary Art . I-Juiversity of
Pemisylvania . Philadelphia
Video . A New Art Medium,The American Library BrUSSOIS
1~-OjCded VidOO, Whitney MIIS('.LLjn of American Art . New
Yo rk
Alphons,50ifflinglWood ~- Vasullm Rim)calar Works,
Colicorve for Living, Onerna,
,
New Vol k (W)
1976
Intermainnoll , r Fcwuni des JuRgen Pilulf;. Berliner Film
Fuslival, lieriiii (S)

SF~I-F~C -rEr-)

(c ot,i -ri t,uro)

C3- RLjup

EXH1131TIONS

1977

Whilney Biennial, Whitney Muscrim of American Art,
New York

Video t.xhibition . Biddick Farrin Arts Ccrive,Tyrre & Wear,
England
1978

Digital Imagles, Video Free America, Saii Francisco
19th 1"esfill(d (h'i Popoli, Florearu, Italy
1979

Vid(~o 7!). Mum.-o del FoWorv Romano . Trastevere, Italy

Recent Vidoo of Analqg and Dqifal Fxprpssion5,
F"Aperinrental Television ('enter, Ilinghanilon, New York
Color
Inforinalion Arts .
(;raphrcs and Pemonal Conip(ifers,
An( holngy Film Archives, New York

Vid('0100(hCn A'~SVn 7.d, MUSQUin Volkwarig, Essen, Germany
hnagc

lit, Kitchen, New York

1980

19SO Arnior~~-1.44useuin !resfival!Show, Santa Fe (S)
Vidvo SO I~vsfwal, Sall Francisco

.,Vew Alc.vi(o I'din arid Videa festiual, Rising Sun Media
Cent~r. Santa Fe
1981

Nea, York Video 1981, Stadtische Galerie im LenbaChhikUs,
monich
iYational Video IAstioal, American Film Institute,
Washington, D C.

1A,stivol Infernotional dc Musique Electromque, Brussels

21i' Maniteostation frifernationuiv de Vid9o, Montbeliard, Francc
Museum of Reykjavik, Iceland (S)

10 Gestir. Art f~,stival '84, Art

P Feslival A-acional de Video, OrCUIC) de Bellas Arles de
Madrid, Madrid

Arvu ; Artir-rivan Vidtao Art: A Hrslorwal .Svrvc~y 1967-19,30,
Whitney MU~WUVII of American Art, New York
iVational Video 1--estival, American Filin Iristitule, Los Angeles
Dlcs(m Women 's Video t'Usinuil, Tlictsoil (S)
Video fewiral, A.I .R . Gallery, New York jW)
1985
Kunst nut

Museum des 24Hatirmiderts . Vienna (S)

.'VCJGRAPH '8:5),Sari Fraocisco(W)

SClo Puido Festival. Sao Paulo, Brazil

1992

.4famfesHolla lidion for Unstable Medici IV, Hertogenbosch,
nd (S)

An-hitectural .5pare, The Gallery at the Rep, Santa Fe (5)

Best of the West, Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, New York
Compaterleullur Tage Linz, Ars Electronica Festival, Vienna (W)
Poetic License, Long Beach Museum of Art, Long, Beach,
California (W)
1.986 Invitational Exhibition, Ri tswell MUSCLUII and Art
Center, Roswell, New Mexico (S)
Fxil i\rt, New York (S)

Video Discourse . Mediated jVarratives, La .lolla MUseurn of
Contemporary Art, La .loila, Calilornia (W)

Scu?Sebasti6ri Video 1-~,stival, San Sebasti6n, Spain

The Arts for YWevision, Slede~ijk M1IWUIn . Amsterdam,
and Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (W)

Techrio Bop '87. The Kitchen, New York

Worid Wide Video Feslival, Kijkhafis,The Flague

T~fevision and Video Festival . Scan Gallery ToRyo (W.)

Southwest Biennial, Phoeiiix Muscom of Art, Phoenix (S)

HISTORY

1990

1986

EffettoAreimboldo, Palazzo Grassi, Venice

EXHIBITION

Steirischer Herbst, CIniz, AU.S 0-1a (W)

Shettlen Projectioncli) . 0herhaLlsell, Germany (W)

7Wdeuidr,ona. yt1eJy, Sironjeii Hologrammigalleria, Helsinki,
Finland

Women & Movies Feslivat. Kennedy Center, Washington,
D~C. (3)

Video as Atidude, University Art Museurn, Albuquerque

1989

Whi(11(1-1- Ifit'llili(d, WhitilCy NILI .~I?11111 (if American Art,
New York

Stockholm Internationed Video festival, Stockholin, Swoden

1987

A'Ieclronic Visions, Hudson River Museum, Yonkers, New York

I-.'dA'r,ix hivtflerS- Wood v Vii."ilka :
W6rks, Los Angeles
Cciniv niliorary 1 .xhitntions
"
(LACE), Los Atigeles (W)

.~chragspiir Videofestival . Graz, Austria

Video Ronite Festival. Rome

Art Video, La Biennale de Venezia, Venice

1-~deui f iternuii(mal I-cslivol. Fitkiii, Japan (W)

Ei~enwelt derApparate- WZIt. Pioneers of Electron ic Art~
Ars lectronic,%, Linz, Austria (also curators.)

Whiow,%- Hiewrial, Whitney Museum of American Art,
New York (W)

Valional Video Peslicul, Arnerican FOIII institute., I.Ais.
Angelc~ (W)

1983

Trd~~,o I-71m & Video I-'esfival.Tolkyo

Ars Elc -tronica, Linz, Austria

World-Wide Video 1'estival . KijklIUis, The Hague

No Mountains . No Mesas, The Armory, Taos

1988
t
Ar3wricu n Landscape: The Elec ron ic Grove, Museum of
Art, M M-it' 111stiftitt, PiltsbUrgh, and San Fraiwisco
Miisi-iiiii of Modern Art, San Fraircisco

Ftikvi Inivi-milion"t Video Fesfival '83, Frikuti,Japan

Video Installed, New IILILjg ton Arts, San Francisco (S)

1982

78

1984

5" reslival Iniernationol (IArt VidCo, Locarno, Switzerland

Artifices 2, St~ Denis, Paris (W)
1993

Borealis IV. National Gallcry of Iceland, Reyjavik (S)
1994
T'url feslioul, Enchede, I lollarid (S)

Ars Lieclronica, Unz, ALIStria (W)

Nature in Motion, Maries Gallery, Prague (W)

Hi-7ech up Umeni, Moravska Gallerie, Brno . Czechoslovakia

(W)
Manifestation for Unstable Media. V-2 Gallery . Rotterdam,
Holland CA')
At-/ undReatitv, Riksiftstalllfin,~er, Stockholm (S)
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